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PREFACE

Scope

The Principle objective of the *Kenya National Bibliography (KNB)* is to accurately record comprehensive the bibliography data of all the books, research reports, conference proceedings, pamphlets, maps, current serial tides (including annual reports, year books, biennials, etc.) on first appearance and subsequent name/title changes, selected audio-visual and other non-print materials, etc., published in Kenya. Foreign publications of relevance to Kenya, by subject or otherwise, and foreign works by Kenya nationals are also included. Asterisks (*) appear against all foreign imprint materials in the main Classified Subject Sequence. Brochures, routine government publications (parliamentary bills, amendments of bills, parliamentary debates, individual acts, etc.), programmes, advertising matter/trade literature, and other ephemeral are excluded.

Publications produced locally by international intergovernmental and private organisations (United Nations Environment Programme, International Livestock Research Institute, United Nations Centre for Human Settlements, etc.) based in Kenya are not included in the KNB, except for materials by these agencies with significant Kenyan subject contents. However, all publications with Kenyan imprint emanating from regional organisations (African Development Bank, East African Wildlife Society, African Medical Research Foundation etc.) based in Kenya are included in the Bibliography.

The 1980 annual marks the beginning of the current KNB. Works published prior to 1980 and before constitute materials for the retrospective KNB. The KNB basically lists Kenya's imprint and foreign "Kenyana" materials produced in any one year. Publications missed in either the current or the retrospective KNB are recorded in the subsequent edition/cumulating.

Only new serial titles and name/title changes or current periodicals are included in the KNB. *Kenya Periodicals Directory (KPD)*, a sister publication of KNB lists titles of current serials and periodicals in two separate classified subject sequences.

Bibliographic data used in the compilation of the KNB is based on the legal deposit publications received at the Kenyan National Library Service under the books and Newspapers Act-Miscellaneous Amendments No. 22 of 1987. Government publications and other items acquired through purchase, exchange or as donations/gifts for the Kenya collection (Kenyana) of the Kenya National Library Service, also supplement the legal deposit materials in the compilation of the KNB.

The National Reference & Bibliographic Department also plans to issue a number of other bibliographies to compliment the coverage of the *Kenya National Bibliography*.

Frequency

The current KNB is an annual publication.

Arrangement

The bibliography consists of the Classified Subject Sequence of main entries, and an alphabetical Author & Title Index which provides multiple access points to the main entries via title, as well as names of personal and corporate authors, joint authors, translators, editors, compilers, and illustrators. Series are also listed in the alphabetical index. There is no alphabetical subject index. Subject access is via the summary of the *Dewey Decimal Classification*, 21st ed. (the 100 divisions) given in the preliminaries of the KNB.

The number in square brackets at the bottom right hand corner of the entry in the main Classified Subject Sequence (e.g. [KE80-142]) is the publication's serial number in the KNB. This is the Kenya National
CATALOGUING PRACTICES

Entries in the main classified Subject Sequence are catalogued according to the requirements of the Anglo-American Cataloguing Rules, 2nd ed. 1998. The descriptive format follows the International Standard Bibliographic Description (ISBD).

Classification scheme

The KNB main Classified Subject Sequence entries are arranged according to the Dewey Decimal Classification (DDC), 21st edition. Parts of DDC literature number (Class 800) are slightly modified in order to accommodate fiction in indigenous languages. Extensions in the form of abbreviated names of local languages appear in the DDC notations. For example, 896.3923 Kis means fiction in Kiswahili.

The abbreviations used are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ajuram</th>
<th>Aju</th>
<th>Meru</th>
<th>:Mer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bajun</td>
<td>Baj</td>
<td>Mijikenda</td>
<td>:Mij</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boni(Sanye)</td>
<td>Bon</td>
<td>Nandi</td>
<td>:Nan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boran</td>
<td>Bor</td>
<td>Ndorobo</td>
<td>:Ndo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Degodia</td>
<td>Deg</td>
<td>Njemps</td>
<td>:Nje</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elgeyo</td>
<td>Elg</td>
<td>Ogaden</td>
<td>:Oga</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Embu</td>
<td>Emb</td>
<td>Orma</td>
<td>:Orm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gabbra</td>
<td>Gab</td>
<td>Pokot</td>
<td>:Pok</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gikuyu(kikuyu)</td>
<td>Gik</td>
<td>Rendille</td>
<td>:Ren</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gosha</td>
<td>Gos</td>
<td>Riverine(Pokomo)</td>
<td>:Riv</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gurreh</td>
<td>Gur</td>
<td>Sabaot</td>
<td>:Sab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gusii(Kisii)</td>
<td>Gus</td>
<td>Sakuye</td>
<td>:Sak</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hawiyah</td>
<td>Haw</td>
<td>Samburu</td>
<td>:Sam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iteso</td>
<td>:Ite</td>
<td>Somali</td>
<td>:Somali</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kamba</td>
<td>:Kam</td>
<td>Taiita</td>
<td>:Tai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kipsigis</td>
<td>:Kip</td>
<td>Taveta</td>
<td>:Tav</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kiswahili</td>
<td>Kis</td>
<td>Tharaka</td>
<td>:Tha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kuria</td>
<td>:Kur</td>
<td>Tugen (Cherangi)</td>
<td>:Tug</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luhya</td>
<td>:Luh</td>
<td>Turkana</td>
<td>:Tur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luo</td>
<td>:Luo</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marakwet</td>
<td>Mar</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Masai</td>
<td>:Mas</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mbere</td>
<td>:Mbe</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FILING

The Author & Title index is filed according to ALA Rules for Catalogue Cards, 2nd Edition, 1968.

PRICES

Prices given in the classified entry are those current at the time of publication, and are quoted in Kenya Shillings (Ksh). Prices can change without notice.
List of Publishers

An alphabetical list of publishers and their addresses is given after the Author & Title Index.

Format and level of description in a typical KNB entry:

The fullest information about a book is given in the main Classified Subject sequence. These include the form of name used by the author in his books, the number of pages, the kind of illustrations, the size, the ISBN (when available) and the price. A shorter entry is given in the Author & Title Index under the name of the author, including title, edition (other than the 1st), DDC notation and KNB main entry serial number.

An example of a fully explained entry:

320.96
MAZRUI, Ali A
The African condition : a political diagnosis / Ali A, Mazrui, - Nairobi, London :
xvii, 142p. ;22cm, - (Reith lectures; 1979).
Includes index.

ISBN:0-435-96524-7 (pbk.): Ksh60.00.

1. Title 2.Series

Means:
This publication is classified under 320.96, which is the Dewey Decimal Classification number for political situations and conditions in Africa. The main entry heading for this book is the author: MAZRUI, Ali A. The title is: The African condition ; a political diagnosis, and is written by Ali A. Mazrui. It was published in Nairobi and London by Heinemann Educational Books in 1980. There are xvii pages before the text and 142 pages of the text proper. The volume is approximately 22 centimetres in height. It was published as part of a series entitled Reith Lectures, and was chronologically numbered 1979 to distinguish it from the other works in the series. The book also has an index. A paperback International Standard Book Number (ISBN) 0-435-96524-7 has been assigned to this book. Its price at the time of publication was Kenya shillings (Ksh)60.00. The book has other entries under the title (The African condition; a political diagnosis) and also under the series (Reith lectures; 1979) in the Author & Title Index in this bibliography. This is one of the 1980 publications acquired for the compilation of the KNB, and is given serial number 142 in the 1980 KNB annual.
Gratitude goes to all those who participated in the preparation of this Bibliography. Foremost among them are the entire staff of NR&BD who worked tirelessly to ensure that this Bibliography is published. Special thanks go to the Director Kenya National Library Service, the KNLS Board, the Attorney General's Office, the Kenya Publishers Association and individual publishers for their efforts in this endeavour.

R. RONO
Editor.
### OUTLINE OF THE DEWEY DECIMAL CLASSIFICATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Section</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 000   | GENERALITIES | 010 Bibliography  
|       |         | 020 Library & information sciences  
|       |         | 030 General encyclopaedic works  
|       |         | 040  
|       |         | 050 General serial publications  
|       |         | 060 General organizations & museology  
|       |         | 070 News media, journalism, publishing,  
|       |         | 080 General collections  
|       |         | 090 Manuscripts and rare books |
| 100   | PHILOSOPHY & PSYCHOLOGY | 110 Metaphysics  
|       |         | 120 Epistemology, causation, humankind  
|       |         | 130 Paranormal phenomena  
|       |         | 140 Specific philosophical schools  
|       |         | 150 Psychology  
|       |         | 160 Logic  
|       |         | 170 Ethics (Moral philosophy)  
|       |         | 180 Ancient, medieval, oriental philosophy  
|       |         | 190 Modern Western philosophy |
| 200   | RELIGION | 210 Philosophy & theory of religion  
|       |         | 220 Bible  
|       |         | 230 Christianity, Christian theology  
|       |         | 240 Christian moral & devotional theology  
|       |         | 250 Christian orders & local church  
|       |         | 260 Social & ecclesiastical theology  
|       |         | 270 History of Christianity & Christian church  
|       |         | 280 Christian denominations & sects  
|       |         | 290 Comparative religion & other religions |
| 300   | SOCIAL SCIENCES | 310 Collections of general statistics  
|       |         | 320 Political science  
|       |         | 330 Economics  
|       |         | 340 Law  
|       |         | 350 Public administration & military science  
|       |         | 360 Social problems & services, association  
|       |         | 370 Education  
|       |         | 380 Commerce, communications, transportation  
|       |         | 390 Customs, etiquette, folklore |
| 400   | LANGUAGE | 410 Linguistics  
|       |         | 420 English & Old English  
|       |         | 430 Germanic languages German  
|       |         | 440 Romance languages French  
|       |         | 450 Italian, Romanian, Rhaeto-Romantic  
|       |         | 460 Spanish & Portuguese languages  
|       |         | 470 Italic languages Latin  
|       |         | 480 Hellenic languages Classical Greek  
|       |         | 490 Other languages |
| 500   | NATURAL SCIENCES & MATHEMATICS | 510 Mathematics  
|       |         | 520 Astronomy & allied sciences  
|       |         | 530 Physics  
|       |         | 540 Chemistry & allied sciences  
|       |         | 550 Earth sciences  
|       |         | 560 Paleontology Paleozoology  
|       |         | 570 Life sciences Biology  
|       |         | 580 Plants  
|       |         | 590 Animals |
| 600   | TECHNOLOGY (APPLIED SCIENCES) | 610 Medical sciences Medicine  
|       |         | 620 Engineering & allied operations  
|       |         | 630 Agriculture & related technology  
|       |         | 640 Home economics & family living  
|       |         | 650 Management & auxiliary services  
|       |         | 660 Chemical engineering  
|       |         | 670 Manufacturing  
|       |         | 680 Manufacture for specific uses  
|       |         | 690 Buildings |
| 700   | THE ARTS FINE AND DECORATIVE ARTS | 710 Civic & landscape art  
|       |         | 720 Architecture  
|       |         | 730 Plastic arts Sculpture  
|       |         | 740 Drawing & decorative arts  
|       |         | 750 Painting & paintings  
|       |         | 760 Graphic arts Printmaking & prints  
|       |         | 770 Photography & photographs  
|       |         | 780 Music  
|       |         | 790 Recreational & performing arts |
| 800   | LITERATURE & RHETORIC | 810 American literature in English  
|       |         | 820 English & Old English literatures  
|       |         | 830 Literatures of Germanic languages  
|       |         | 840 Literatures of Romance languages  
|       |         | 850 Italian, Romanian, Rhaeto-Romantic  
|       |         | 860 Spanish & Portuguese literatures  
|       |         | 870 Italic literatures Latin  
|       |         | 880 Hellenic literatures Classical Greek  
|       |         | 890 Literatures of other languages |
| 900   | GENERAL GEOGRAPHY & HISTORY | 910 Geography & travel  
|       |         | 920 Biography, genealogy, insignia  
|       |         | 930 History of ancient world to ca. 499  
|       |         | 940 General history of Europe  
|       |         | 950 General history of Asia Far East  
|       |         | 960 General history of Africa  
|       |         | 970 General history of North America  
|       |         | 980 General history of South America  
<p>|       |         | 990 General history of other areas. |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classification</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Publisher/Year</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
200-Religion

200.710712 Dav
DAVIN, D.
x, 140p.: ill.; 25cm. -(KCSE Macmillan Gold Medal series)
Includes index
Legal deposit reg. no.: 95-590
ISBN 0-333-48762-l (pbk.): Unpriced
1. Title 2. Series
[KE98-008]

200.710712 Oki
OKINDA, E.
v, 64p.: 15cm.
Legal deposit reg. no.: 99-214
ISBN 9966-860-14-2 (pbk.):
Unpriced
1. Title
[KE98-009]

210-Philosophy & theory of religion

211.2 Gre
GREAT JUBILEE OF THE YEAR 2000
LITURGICAL COMMISSION
107p.: 21cm.
Legal deposit reg. no.: 98-923
ISBN 9966-21-404-6 (pbk.):
Unpriced
1. Title
[KE98-010]

212.6 Rel
88p.: 21cm. -(Tangaza occasional paper; No. 6).
Legal deposit reg. no.: 75-79
ISBN 9966-21-399-6 (pbk.): Unpriced
1. Series
[KE98-011]

220-Bible

220 Ibu
IBUKU rieru ria mukurinu: okokie ni ria Gikuyu.-Sagana(Kenya):Evangelist Akurinu Ministry Karima,[199?].
39p.: ill.; 21cm.
Legal deposit reg. no.: 6690.
Unpriced (pbk.)
1. Title
[KE98-012]

220.07 Ste
STEWART, M.J.
In the name of the Lord Jesus "everything you do or say then, should be done in the name of the Lord Jesus..." Colossians 3:7/M.J. Stewart.- Nairobi: Kenya Baptist Media, 1998.
60p.: 20cm. -(Iwe nuru series)
Legal deposit reg. no.: 2000-98
Unpriced (pbk.)
1. Title 2. Series
[KE98-013]

220.07 Ste
STEWART, M.J.
60p.: 15cm. -(Iwe nuru series)
Legal deposit reg. no.: 2000-99
Unpriced (pbk.)
1. Title 2. Series
[KE98-014]

220.3392 Fah
xv, 183p.: 21cm.
Legal deposit reg. no.: 7612.
ISBN 9966-9613-1-3 (pbk.): Unpriced
1. MBURU, J. comp.
[KE98-015]

220.5965 Kii
674p.: ill.; 22cm.
52p. ; 21cm.-(Africa Coordinated Curriculum for Bible Study; A8-4Ts)
Legal deposit reg. no.: 2000-140
Unpriced (pbk.)
1. Title 2. Series
[KE98-017]

x, 152p. ; 21cm.-(Bible Book Series).
Legal deposit reg. no.: 2000-188.
Unpriced (pbk.)
1. Series
[KE98-018]

UMACCHO Guuram 1-20/illustrated by H. Knowles.-Nairobi: Bible Translation and Literacy (E.A), 1998.
140p. ; 21cm.-(Elective series)
Legal deposit reg. no.: 7798.
Unpriced (pbk.)
1. KNOWLES, H. ill.
[KE98-019]

OOLPHINT,P.
38p. ; 21cm.-(Africa Coordinated Curriculum for Bible Study; A8-4Ps)
Legal deposit reg. no.: 2000-139
Unpriced (pbk.)
1. Title 2. Series
[KE98-020]

MUSIIME,E.
Adult bible study discussion guide on Judges and Ruth: "in those days there was no king in Israel: everyone did what was right in his own eyes"/ E. Musiime, CLMC Curriculum Development Staff Team.- Nairobi : Christian Learning Materials Centre, 1991.
69p. ; 22cm.-(Elective series)
Legal deposit reg. no.: 2000-306
Unpriced (pbk.)
1. Title 2. CLMC Curriculum Development Staff Team 3. Series
[KE98-021]

66p. ; 21cm.-(Africa Coordinated Curriculum for Bible Study; no. J3-2Te).
Legal deposit reg. no.: 2000-143.
Unpriced (pbk.)
1. Series
[KE98-022]

8p. ; 21cm.
Legal deposit reg. no.: 6784.
Unpriced (pbk.)
1. STOCHHOLM, P. ed. 2. MWALONYAJ, trans.
[KE98-023]

159p. ; 15cm.
Legal deposit reg. no.: 98-958.
[KE98-025]
KENYA NATIONAL BIBLIOGRAPHY 1998

226.207 PEA
PEARCE, B
23p.; 22cm.-(African Coordinated Curriculum for Bible Study:no.A9-1Pc)
Legal deposit reg. no.: 2000-207
Unpriced (pbk.)
1. Title 2. SCALES, J. 3. Series

[KE98-026]

226.207 SCA
SCALES, J.
42p.; 22cm.-(Africa Coordinated Curriculum for Bible Study:no.A9-1Te)
Legal deposit reg. no.: 2000-206
Unpriced (pbk.)
1. Title 2. Series

[KE98-027]

226.396397 UVO
UVORO udzo wa Mulungu here arizhoura
[6], 57p.: ill.; 21cm.
Giryama language.
Legal deposit reg. no.: 6750.
Unpriced (pbk.)
1. Series

[KE98-028]

226.496397 HAB
HABARI ndzuri kuhusu Jesu kama vyooandik'pwa ni Luka-Chindigo /
vi, 98p.: ill.; 21cm.
Chindigo language.
Legal deposit reg. no.: 6738
Unpriced (pbk.)
1. WADE, Graham ill.

[KE98-029]

226.506395 UDZ
UDZUMBE urio chila mut'u ni aukuluphire dzulu ya mutivyi Jesu Kristo dza urivyoandik'wa ni Jonaha =
68p.; 21cm.
Duruma language.

Legal deposit reg. no.: 6749.
Unpriced (pbk.)

[KE98-030]

226.596397 UVO
UVORO udzo here arizhouora Johana =
The Gospel of John Giryama language-
58p.; ill.; 21cm.
Giryama Language.
Legal deposit reg. no.: 4884
Unpriced (pbk.)

[KE98-031]

227.0713 MAF
66p.; ill.; 21cm.- (Africa Coordinated Curriculum for Bible Study; J3-1Ts).
Legal deposit reg. no.: 2000-248.
Unpriced (pbk.)
1. Series

[KE98-032]

227.0713 PAU
63p.; ill.; 21cm.- (Africa Coordinated Curriculum for Bible Study; J1-3Ts).
Legal deposit reg. no.: 2000-146.
Unpriced (pbk.)
1. Series

[KE98-033]

227.107 BUC
BUCONYORLE.
71p.; 22cm.- (Foundation series)
Legal deposit reg. no.: 2000-304
Unpriced (pbk.)
1. Title 2. Series

[KE98-034]
KENYA NATIONAL BIBLIOGRAPHY 1998

230-Christinity Christian theology

230.0713096762 KHA
KHADAMBI, Z.K.
108p.; 21 cm.
Legal deposit reg. no.: 98-1036
ISBN 9966-855-4-9-1 (pbk.): Ksh.200
1. Title [KE98-035]

230.096 ISS
ISSUES in African Christian theology
/ edited by S. Ngewa; M. Shaw; and T. Tienon.- Nairobi: East African
xiv, 329p.; 21 cm.
Includes index.
Legal deposit reg. no.: 98-779
ENGWAS 2. SHAW, M. 3. TIENON, T
[KE98-036]

230.6 NEW
NEW life: imani ya wabatisti/
79p.; 20 cm.
Legal deposit reg. no.: 2000-93.
Unpriced (pbk.)
1. DOLIFIKA, D.R comp.
[KE98-037]

230.6 TUR
TURNESS, S.
Baptist beliefs and customs/S. Turness.- Nairobi: International
103p.; 21 cm.
Legal deposit reg. no.: 2000-86
Unpriced (pbk.)
1. Title [KE98-038]

231.3 BLR
BURKE, J.
The holy spirit: reflections for committed Christians/J. Burke.-
56p.; 15 cm.
Legal deposit reg. no. 98-693
ISBN 9966-21-379-1 (pbk.): Unpriced
1. Title [KE98-039]

231.3 GID
GIDDENS, N.
Be filled with the Spirit / N.
56p.; 21 cm.-(Iwe nuru)
Legal deposit reg. no.: 2000-90
Ksh.50.00 (pbk.)
1. Title 2. MUTALEMWAS, S. 3. YATES, B
4. Series
[KE98-040]

231.3 GID
GIDDENS, N.
56p.; 21 cm.-(Iwe nuru)
Legal deposit reg. no.: 200-91
Unpriced (pbk.)
1. Title 2. MUTALEMWAS, S. 3. YATES, B
4. Series
[KE98-041]

231.3 SMA
SMALL, T.
Biblical answers to seven questions about the Holy Spirit/T. Small.-
22p.; 21 cm.
Legal deposit reg. no.: 2000-83
Unpriced (pbk.)
1. Title [KE98-042]

231.7 WIT
WUTT, K.
29p.; 21 cm.
Legal deposit reg. no.: 74S9
Unpriced (pbk.)
1. Title [KE98-043]

231.76071-5 BLA
BLAKELY, C. J.
The living God and His people (teacher): Bible lesson for adults/C. J. Blakely.- Nairobi: Baptist
41p.; 21 cm.-(Africa Coordinanted
Curriculum for Bible Study:no.A-3Te)
Legal deposit reg. no.: 2000-192
Unpriced (pbk.)
232.9 JES
50p.: ill.: 21 cm. - (Look, Listen and Live Book: 7).
Legal deposit reg. no.: 6671.
Unpriced (pbk.)
1. Series
[KE98-045]

232.95 CHE
CHEBET, K.
23p.: ill.: 25 cm.
Legal deposit reg. no.: 98-950
ISBN 9966-21-395-3 (pbk.): Unpriced
1. Title 2. MAINA, R. ill.
[KE98-046]

232.9540715 YES
62p.: ill.: 21 cm. - (Africa Coordinated Curriculum for Bible Study: J3-4Ts).
Legal deposit reg. no.: 2000-197.
1. Series
[KE98-047]

233.5 TAB
TABIFOR, H. N.
149(2)p.: ill.: 21 cm.
Legal deposit reg. no.: 98-935
ISBN 9966-9986-0-8 (pbk.): Unpriced
1. Title
[KE98-048]

234.13 BRY
BRYANT, J. W.
iv, 132p.: 21 cm.
Legal deposit reg. no.: 2000-82
Unpriced (pbk.)

234.20715 SCA
SCALES, J.
48p.: 21 cm. - (Africa Coordinated Curriculum for Bible Study: A8-2Ts).
Legal deposit reg. no.: 2000-191
Unpriced (pbk.)
1. Title 2. Series
[KE98-050]

238.203 GEN
208p.: 21 cm.
Includes index.
Legal deposit reg. no.: 98-661.
ISBN 9966-21-368-6 (pbk.): Unpriced.
[KE98-051]

240-Christian Moral & Devotional Theology

241.52 ANF
ANFOSSI, J.
80p.: ill.: 21 cm. - (Reflections on the Commandments).
Legal deposit reg. no.: 98-655
ISBN 9966-21-341-4 (pbk.): Unpriced
1. Title 2. VILLATA, J. 3. Series
[KE98-052]

241.52 D’AR
D’ARIA, D.
56p.: ill.: 21 cm. - (Reflections on the Commandments).
Legal deposit reg. no.: 98-653
ISBN 9966-21-347-3 (pbk.): Unpriced
1. Title 2. Series
[KE98-053]
241.52 D'AR
D'ARIA, D.
56 p.: ill.; 21 cm. -(Reflections on the Commandment)
Legal deposit reg. no.: 98-654
ISBN 9966-21-348-1 (pbk.): KShs. 150
1. Title 2. Series
[KE98-054]

241.52 MEN
MENICHELLI, E.
56 p.: ill.; 21 cm. -(Reflections on the Commandments)
Legal deposit reg. no.: 98-657
ISBN 9966-21-345-7 (pbk.): KShs. 150
1. Title 2. CROCCETTA, L. 3. Series
[KE98-055]

241.52 TAM
TAMMI, P.
56 p.: ill.; 21 cm. -(Reflections on the Commandments)
Legal deposit reg. no.: 98-656
ISBN 9966-21-344-9 (pbk.): Ksh. 150.00
1. Title 2. Series
[KE98-056]

241.52 TAM
TAMMI, P.
40 p.: ill.; 21 cm. -(Reflections on the Commandments)
Legal deposit reg. no.: 98-652
ISBN 9966-21-338-4 (pbk.): Unpriced
1. Title 2. Series
[KE98-057]

241.52 VIL
VILLATA, J.
55 p.: ill.; 15 cm.
Legal deposit reg. no.: 98-694
ISBN 9966-21-343-0 (pbk.): Unpriced
1. Title
[KE98-058]

241.62420967571 AGU
AGUILAR, M. I.
x, 99 p.: 21 cm.
Includes bibliography
Legal deposit reg. no.: 98-886
ISBN 9966-836-22-5 (pbk.): Ksh. 600
1. Title
[KE98-059]

241.66 SHO
SHORTER, A.
48 p.: 25 cm.
Legal deposit reg. no.: 98-687
ISBN 9966-21-381-3 (pbk.): Unpriced
1. Title
[KE98-060]

242.802 DAL
DALE, Desmond Fr.
78 p.: 21 cm. -(Celebrating series: no. 13)
Legal deposit reg. no.: 2596
ISBN 9966-21-376-7 (pbk.): Unpriced
1. Title 2. Series
[KE98-061]

248.4 BUR
BURKE, J.
39 p.: 21 cm.
Legal deposit reg. no.: 99-159
ISBN 9966-21-423-2 (pbk.): Unpriced
1. Title
[KE98-062]
248.4 KAR

KARANJA, M.
For a happy and stable marriage/M.
Karanja, L. Karanja.-Nairobi: Paulines
47 p.; 7 cm. (About series)
Legal deposit reg. no.: 98-782
ISBN 9966-21-367-8 (pbk.): Unpriced
1. Title 2. KARANJA, L. 3. Series
[KE98-063]

248.4 KUP

KUPAZA, J.
Ndoa na iheshimiwe / J. Kupaza; edited
by A. Katabwa.-Nairobi: Kenya Baptist
Media, 1993.
44 p.; 21 cm.
Legal deposit reg. no.: 2000-85
Unpriced (pbk.)
1. Title 2. KATABWA, A. ed.
3. AARDENSOHN, P. ill.
[KE98-064]

248.4 MAI

MAISHA yako na kanisa lako :
mafundisho ya wabatisti.-Nairobi:
76 p.; 18 cm.
Legal deposit reg. no.: 2000-137.
Unpriced (pbk.).
[KE98-065]

248.4 NEI

NEIGHBOURS, G.
Nifuate : tafsiri ya Kiswahili / R.
Neighbours.-Nairobi: Baptist
121 p.; ill.; 21 cm. (Master-life)
Legal deposit reg. no.: 2000-51
Unpriced (pbk.)
1. Title 2. Series
[KE98-066]

248.4 PRE

PREPARATION for the sacrament of
marriage.-Nairobi: Paulines
35 p.; 21 cm.
Legal deposit reg. no.: 98-1035.
ISBN 9966-21-297-3 (pbk.): Unpriced
1. Title
[KE98-067]

248.4096 KIS

KISEMBO, B.
Africa Christian marriage / B.
Kisembo, L. Magesa and A. Shorter.-
Nairobi: Paulines Publications-
25 p.; 21 cm.
Legal deposit reg. no.: 98-807
ISBN 9966-12-382-1 (pbk.): Unpriced
1. Title 2. LAURENTI, M. 3. SHORTER, A.
[KE98-068]

248.5 MUN

MUNZER, B.
Reach out and touch: when my
daughters died... / B. Munzer.-Nairobi:
167 p.; 21 cm.
Legal deposit reg. no.: 98-952
ISBN 9966-21-408-9 (pbk.): Unpriced
1. Title
[KE98-069]

248.6 CHR

A CHRISTIAN looks at his
stewardship.-Nairobi: Baptist
23 p.; 22 cm.
Legal deposit reg. no.: 2000-175.
Unpriced (pbk.)
[KE98-070]

248.6 KAS

KASHAMBAGANI, Elias
Nimefika mwisho: mafunzo ya uwakili /
Elias Kashambagani; mhariri Will
J. Roberts.-Nairobi: Kenya Baptist
48 p.; 21 cm.
Legal deposit reg. no.: 98-993
Unpriced (pbk.)
1. Title 2. ROBERTS, Will J. ed.
[KE98-071]

248.8 OKO

OKORONKWO, S.
Growing in Christ when young / S.
Okoronkwo.-Nairobi: Happygate
129 p.; ill.; 21 cm. (Children Youth
Follow-up series: 1)
Legal deposit reg. no.: 98-814
ISBN 9966-9968-0-X (pbk.): Unpriced
1. Title 2. Series
[KE98-072]

248.83 CHA

CHANTRY, A.
Vijana watafakari pamoja biblia / A.
Chantry and M. E. Howard.-Nairobi:
248.83 CHA
CHANTRY,A.
71p.:ill.;21cm.-(Youth and the Bible series.)
Legal deposit reg.no.:98-933
ISBN 9966-21-392-9 (pbk.):Unpriced
1.Title 2.HOWARD,Mary Ellen 3.Series [KE98-074]

248.83 CHA
CHANTRY,A.
71p.:ill.;21cm.- (Youth and the Bible series:no.1)
Legal deposit reg.no.:98-800
ISBN 9966-21-370-8 (pbk.):Unpriced

248.84 SEN
SENTER,P.
49p.:21cm.- (Africa Coordinated Curriculum for Bible Study:no.A8-3Ts)
Legal deposit reg.no.:98-956
252.6 JOH
POPE JOHN PAUL II
Journeying towards the third
millennium/Pope John Paul II.-Nairobi:
24p.;21cm.
Legal deposit reg.no.:99-306
ISBN 9966-21-425-9(pbk.):Unpriced
1.Title
[KE98-082]

253.5 EBE
EBEBE,C.O.
Let's go:an invitation to a
spiritual journey /C.O.Ebebe.-
Nairobi:Paulines Publications-
104p.;15cm.
Legal deposit reg.no.:89-949
ISBN 9966-21-406-2 (pbk. ) .-Unpriced
1.Title
[KE98-083]

253.53 PAS
THE PASTORAL-MISSIONARY COMMISSION
OF THE CENTRAL COMMITTEE FOR THE
GREAT JUBILEE OF THE YEAR 2000
The spirit is Lord and gives life/
The Pastoral-Missionary Commission of the
Central Committee for the Great
Jubilee of the year 2000.-Nairobi:
Paulines Publications-Africa,1997,
8Op.;21cm.
Legal deposit reg. no.:97-567
ISBN 9966-21-352-X (pbk.).-Unpriced
1.Title
[KE98-084]

253.53 THE
THEOLOGICAL-HISTORICAL COMMISSION FOR
THE GREAT JUBILEE OF THE YEAR 2000
Roho Mtakativu na wokovu:toleo fupi
na tafsiri ya kitabu"Your spirit,
Lord,fills the earth",by the
Theological-Historical Commission for
the Great Jubilee of the year 2000 /
Traslated by Tume ya Kichungaji ya
Kanisa Katoliki la Ongata Rongai
Nairobi:Paulines Publications-Africa,
1998.
48p.;21cm:
Legal deposit reg.no.:98-802
ISBN 9966-21-338-4(pbk.):Unpriced
1.Title
[KE98-085]

259.40967625 SHO
SHORTERA.
The church and AIDS in Africa : a
case study:Nairobi city/A. Shorter
and E.Onyancha.-Nairobi:Paulines
141p.;21cm.
Legal deposit reg.no.:98-803
ISBN 9966-21-384-X (pbk.):Unpriced
1.Title
[KE98-086]

260-Social & ecclesiastical theology

261.207 PHI
PHIRI,J. M.
Mkatoliki? una wazimu/J.M. Phiri ;
translated by S. Kamanzi.-Nairobi:
64p.;21cm.
Legal deposit reg.no.:98-957
ISBN 9966-21-320-1(pbk.):Unpriced
1.Title
[KE98-087]

262.1 CLM
CUMMINS,B
Kitabu cha mwongozo wa kanisa la
Kibaptisi/B Cummins ,translated by J.
Kamau.- Nairobi:Baptist Publications
38p.;18cm.
Legal deposit reg.no.:2000-71
Unpriced (pbk.)
1.Title
[KE98-088]

262.1 PRI
PRIESTS and laity:instruction on
certain questions regarding the
collaboration of the non-ordained
faithful in the sacred ministry of
the priest.-Nairobi:Paulines
39p.;15cm.
Includes Bibliography.
Legal deposit reg. no.:98-692.
[KE98-089]
262.1409675112 MAT
MATUNGULU,O.
14 3p.;21cm.
Legal deposit reg.no.:98-924
ISBN 9966-21-419-4 (pbk.):Unpriced
1.Title
[KE98-090]

262.8 LEF
LEFEBVRE,P.
8Op.;21cm.
Legal deposit reg.no.:98-934
ISBN 9966-21-401-1(pbk.):Unpriced
1.Title
[KE98-091]

262.91 POP
POPE JOHN PAUL II
96p.;21cm.
Legal deposit reg.no.:98-931
ISBN 9966-21-416-x (pbk.):Unpriced
1.Title
[KE98-092]

262.933096762 IBA
TUME YA TAIFA YA LITURGIA
88p.;21cm.
Legal deposit reg. no.:6619.
[KE98-093]

266.09624 STR
1 2Op.;ill.;15cm.- (Faith in Sudan; No.4).
Includes Bibliography: 101-126
Legal deposit reg. no.:98-689
ISBN 9966-21-372-4(pbk.):Unpriced
1.BARSELLA,G. ed. 2.GUIXOT,M.A.A. ed. 3.Series
[KE98-094]

266.099624 GAT
160p.;ill.;15cm.- (Faith in Sudan; No.5).
Legal deposit reg.no.:98-691
ISBN 9966-21-374-0 (pbk.):Unpriced.
1.PIERLI,F. ed. 2.RATTI,M.T. ed. 3.WHEELER,A. C. ed. 4.Series
[KE98-095]

268.432 ARU
ARUNGA,R.
vii,132p.;21cm.
Legal deposit reg.no.:7573
ISBN 9966-852-23-9(pbk.):Unpriced
1.Title 2.MULAMULA,A. W.
[KE98-096]

268.432 BIB
32p.;21cm.- (African coordinated Curriculum for Bible study;Bl-2te).
Legal deposit reg. no.:2000-125
Unpriced(pbk.)
1.Series
[KE98-097]

268.432 BIB
29p.;22cm.- (Africa Coordinated Curriculum for Bible Study;no.Cl-2Ts) .
Legal deposit reg. no.:2000-165
Unpriced(pbk.)
1.Series
[KE98-098]
268.432 BIB
BIBLE lessons for children ages 7-9
teacher:year two book one.-Nairobi:
29p.;22cm.-(Africa Coordinated
Curriculum for Bible Study;no.C1-Ts).
Legal deposit reg. no.:2000-121
Unpriced (pbk.)
1.Series
[KE98-099]

268.432 BIB
BIBLE lessons for children ages 7-9
teacher:year three book one.-Nairobi:
29p.;22cm.-(Africa Coordinated
Curriculum for Bible Study;no.P3-Te)
Legal deposit reg. no.:2000-182.
Unpriced (pbk.)
1.Series
[KE98-100]

268.432 BIB
BIBLE lessons for children ages 7-9
teacher:year one book one.-Nairobi:
32p.; ill.;22cm.-(Africa Coordinated
Curriculum for Bible Study;no.P1-Te)
Legal deposit reg. no.:2000-116
Unpriced (pbk.)
1.Series
[KE98-101]

268.432 BIB
BIBLE lessons for young children
ages 4-6 teacher:year two book two.-
29p.;22cm.-(Africa Coordinated
Curriculum for Bible Study;no.B2-Te).
Legal deposit reg. no.:2000-248.
Unpriced (pbk.)
1.Series
[KE98-102]

268.432 BIB
BIBLE lessons for children ages 7-9
teacher:year two book two.-
29p.;22cm.-(Africa Coordinated
Curriculum for Bible Study;no.P2-2Te).
Legal deposit reg.no.:2000-119.
Unpriced pbk.)
1.Series
[KE98-103]

268.432 BIB
BIBLE lessons for children ages 10-
12 (teacher):year one quarter two.-
43p.;21cm.-(Africa Coordinated
Curriculum for Bible Study;C1-2PE).
Legal deposit reg. no.:2000-214.
Unpriced(pbk.)
1.Series
[KE98-104]

268.432 CHR
CHRISTIAN LEARNING MATERIALS CENTRE
Sunday school lessons for ages 10-12
:upper primary book five/Christian
Learning Materials Centre.-Nairobi:
Christian Learning Materials Centre,
1986.
56p.;ill.;30cm.
Legal deposit reg. no.:7162
Unpriced(pbk.)
1.Title
[KE98-105]

268.432 CHR
CHRISTIAN LEARNING MATERIALS CENTRE
Sunday school lessons for ages 7-9:
lower primary book five/Christian
Learning Materials Centre.-Nairobi:
Christian Learning Materials Centre,
1986.
56p.;ill.;20cm.
Legal deposit reg. no.:7171.
Unpriced (pbk.)
1.Title
[KE98-106]

268.432 MAS
MASOMO ya biblia kwa watoto wa miaka
7-9(mwalimu):mwaka wa kwanza;kitabu
cha tatu.-Nairobi:Baptist
29p.;21cm.-(Africa Coordinated
Curriculum for Bible Study;no.A9-3Te)
Legal deposit reg. no.:2000-52.
Unpriced(pbk.)
1.Series
[KE98-107]

268.432 MAS
MASOMO ya Biblia kwa watoto wa miaka
7-9(mwalimu):mwaka wa tatu kitabu cha
kwanza.-Nairobi:Baptist Publications
House,1986.
29p.;22cm.-(Africa Coordinated
Curriculum for Bible Study;no.P3-1Ts)
Legal deposit reg. no.:2000-141.  
Unpriced(pbk.) 
1. Series  
[KE98-108]  
268.432 MAS  
31p.;21cm.- (Africa Coordinated Curriculum for Bible Study;P2-4Ts).  
Legal deposit reg. no.:2000-58.  
Unpriced(pbk.). 
1. Series  
[KE98-109]  
268.432 MAS  
43p.;2cm.- (Africa Coordinated Curriculum for Bible Study;Cl-2Ts).  
Legal deposit reg. no.:2000-222.  
Unpriced (pbk.). 
1. Series  
[KE98-110]  
268.432 WAN  
Wanjiru,R. W.  
106p.;ill.;12cm.  
Legal deposit reg. no.:98-731  
Kshs 180(pbk.). 
1. Title  
[KE98-111]  
268.433 GOD  
GOD show us the way Bible lessons for students ages 13-15(teacher):  
56p.;21cm.- (African Coordinated Curriculum for Bible Study).  
Legal deposit reg. no.:2000-59.  
Unpriced (pbk.). 
1. Series  
[KE98-113]  
268.433 KUJ  
71p.;2cm.- (Africa Coordinated Curriculum for Bible Study;no.J1-Ts).  
Unpriced (pbk.). 
1. Series  
[KE98-114]  
268.433 MUN  
62p.-ill.;21cm. - (Africa Coordinated Curriculum for Bible Study;no.J2-Ts)  
Legal deposit reg. no.:2000-205.  
Unpriced(pbk.) 
1. Series  
[KE98-115]  
268.433 PAU  
56p.;21cm.- (African Coordinated Curriculum for Bible Study;no.1-3Te)  
Legal deposit reg. no.:2000-114  
Unpriced(pbk.) 
1. Series  
[KE98-116]  
268.433 SCA  
SCALES, Jo.  
43p.;21cm.- (Africa Coordinated Curriculum for Bible Study;no.J3-3Ts)  
Legal deposit reg. no.:2000-218  
Unpriced (pbk.) 
1. Title 2.Series
KENYA NATIONAL BIBLIOGRAPHY 1998

[KE98-117]

268.434 MAF
MAFUNDISHO ya imani na ujasiri:
masomo ya Biblia kwa wazima.-Nairobi:
36p.;21cm.-(Africa Coordinated
Curriculum for Bible Study;no.A8-ps).
Legal deposit reg.no.:2000-194
Unpriced(pbk.).
l.Series
[KE98-118]

268.434 SCA
SCALES, J.
Kuukabili wakati ujao na tumaini
(mwalimu):masomo ya biblia kwa
wazima/J. Scales.-Nairobi:Baptist
47p.;22cm.-(Africa Coordinated
Curriculum for Bible Study;A9-4TS)
Legal deposit reg.no.:2000-241
Unpriced (pbk.).
l.Title 2.Series
[KE98-119]

268.434 SEN
SENTER,P.
The bible and christian growth:
bible lessons for adults/P. Senter
adapted to new format by J. Scales.-
Nairobi:Baptist Publications
40p.;22cm.-(Africa Coordinated
Curriculum for Bible Study:A8-3Te)
Legal deposit reg.no.:2000-158
Unpriced (pbk.).
l.Title 2.SCALES, J. adapt. 3.Series
[KE98-120]

268.434 TUN
TUNAJIFUNZA kuhusu kanisa vijana
tujifunze Biblia(mwalimu):mwaka wa
tatu kitabu cha tatu.-Nairobi:
64p.;ill.;21cm.-(Africa Coordinated
Curriculum for Bible Study;no.J3-Ts).
Legal deposit reg.no.:2000-252
Unpriced(pbk.).
l.Series
[KE98-121]

268.6 FOL
FOLLOW the master:leader's guide /
Edited by J. Scales.-Nairobi:Kenya
Baptist Media,1981.
24p.;21cm.-(Master Life series).
Legal deposit reg. no.:2000-249.
Unpriced(pbk.).
l.SCALES, J. ed.2.Series
[KE98-122]

280-Christian denominations & sects

282.092 MME
MWENDWAJ.
The gospel on a camel's back:the
story of Andrew Adano Tuye/J.
Mwendwa.-Nairobi:National Council of
x,112p.;21cm.
Legal deposit reg.no.:98-972
Unpriced (pbk.).
l.Title
[KE98-123]

286.76 JOU
JOURNAL of Adventist Thought in
Africa.-vol.1,no.1(Nov.1995).Nairobi:
Africa Herald Publishing House,1995-
v.;22cm.
Biannual
Price is subscription for one year in
Africa
Legal deposit reg. no.:98-1002
Ksh.450(pbk.).
[KE98-124]

290-Comparative Religion & other
religions

291.17096 ORE
OREILY,M.
Group work:a source book for
religious communities in Africa/M.
Oreily.-Nairobi:Paulines Publications
160p.;ill.;21cm.
Bibliography p.160
Legal deposit reg.no.:7585
ISBN 9966-21-405-4 (pbk.):Unpriced
l.Title
[KE98-125]

299.6 MG
MAGSA.L.
African religion : the moral
traditions of abundant life / L.
Magesa.- Nairobi:Paulines
256p.;21cm.
Includes Bibliographic References
Includes index
Legal deposit reg.no.:98-804
300-Social sciences

302 SUM
SUMBYE Kapena
72p.;20cm.
Legal deposit reg.no.:98-806
ISBN 9966-21-366-X(pbk.):Unpriced
l.Title
[KE98-127]

303.372096 BUJ
BUJO,B.
237p.;21cm.
Includes Bibliography
Legal deposit reg.no.:98-690
ISBN 9966-21-336-8 (pbk.):Unpriced
l.Title
[KE98-128]

305.2355 BOI
BOISVERT,J.
56p.;ill.;21cm.-(The Joy of Living series)
Legal deposit reg.no.:98-695
ISBN 9966-21-364-3 (pbk.):Unpriced
l.Title
2.Series
[KE98-129]

305.307116762 KAN
KANAKE,L.
v,i,53p.;20cm.-(Education Research series:no.3)
Legal deposit reg.no.:7413
ISBN 9966-935-02-9 (pbk.):Unpriced
l.Title
2.Series
[KE98-130]
**320-Political science**

320.96762 MAT
Matiba,K.S.N.
Kenya: return to reason/K.S.N.
x, 276 p.: ill., 21 cm.
Unpriced (pbk.)
1. Title
[KE98-136]

321.84 WRI
y, 99 p., 20 cm.
Legal deposit reg. no.:99-209
Unpriced (pbk.)
[KE98-137]

321.9052 OLE
Olusegun, Obasanjo
178 p.: ill., 21 cm.
Legal deposit reg. no.:99-228
ISBN 9966-25-021-2 (pbk.): Unpriced
1. Title
[KE98-138]

323.443096762 SOL
Solomon, J. A.
xiv, 76 p., 23 cm.
Unpriced (pbk.)
1. Title 2. Silk, J. ed.
[KE98-139]

324.2097662068 INS
Institute for Education in Democracy
ix, 77 p., 29 cm.
Legal deposit reg. no.:98-815

324.63096762 INS
Institute for Education in Democracy
xi, 367 p.: ill., 30 cm.
Legal deposit reg. no.:99-111
ISBN 9966-9961-2-5 (pbk.): Unpriced
1. Title
[KE98-141]

324.90762094 REP
ix, 260 p.: ill., 29 cm.
Legal deposit reg. no.:98-823
ISBN 9966-9961-1-7 (pbk.): Unpriced
[KE98-142]

**330-Economics**

330.015195096762 ADA
Adam, C.S.
53 p., 4 cm.- (AERC special paper series: no.15)
Legal deposit reg. no.:99-134
ISBN 1-897621-00-0 (pbk.): Unpriced
1. Title 2. Series
[KE98-143]

330.0711096 MK
Mukras, M.S.
[vii], 41 p. :26 cm.- (AERC special paper: 10)
Legal deposit reg. no.:99-38
ISBN 9966-42-017-7 (pbk.): Unpriced
1. Title 2. Series
[KE98-144]

16
330.0711667 JEB

JEBUNI, Charles D.


59p.;25cm.- (AERC research paper: no.29)

Legal deposit reg.no.:99-50
ISBN 9966-900-58-6 (pbk.):Unpriced
1.Title 2.Series
[KE98-145]

330.07119 FIN

FINE, J.C.


viii,82p.;25cm.- (AERC special paper : no.9)

Legal deposit reg.no.:99-61
ISBN 9966-42-016 (pbk.):Unpriced
1.Title 2.Series
[KE98-146]

330.07206 HOF

HOFFMAN, J.


29p.;25cm.- (AERC special paper: no.20)

Legal deposit reg.no.:99-7
ISBN 1-8967621-51-9 (pbk.):Unpriced
1.Title 2.Series
[KE98-147]

330.072096 FOR


104p.; 24cm.

Legal deposit reg. no.:99-131.
ISBN 9966-900-87-x (pbk.):Unpriced
1.MARTIN, M ed 2.NGOLA, G. ed
[KE98-148]

330.072096 THO

THORBECKE, E.

The AERC research programme:an evaluation/E.Thorbecke.-Nairobi:


xv,81p.;25cm.- (AERC special paper: no.21)

Legal deposit reg.no.:99-64
ISBN 9966-900-60-8 (pbk.):Unpriced
1.Title 2.Series
[KE98-149]

330.0920963 BEF

BEFEKADU,


45p.;25cm.- (AERC research paper: no.17)

Legal deposit reg.no.:99-125
ISBN 9966-900-04-7 (pbk.):Unpriced
1.Title 2.Series
[KE98-150]

330.09606 AER


72p.;25cm.

Legal deposit reg. no.:99-70
ISBN 9966-900-77-2 (pbk.):Unpriced,
1.CROUCH, M. ed.
[KE98-151]

330.096072 AFR

AFRICAN ECONOMIC RESEARCH CONSORTIUM


67p.;ill.;25cm.

Legal deposit reg. no.:99-113.
ISBN 9966-900-78-0 (pbk.):Unpriced.
1.Title
[KE98-152]

330.711096 IBI

IBI, Ajayi S.


34p.;25cm.- (AERC special paper: no.5)

Legal deposit reg.no.:99-129
ISBN 9966-42-010-x (pbk.):Unpriced
[KE98-153]

330.711096 M.K
MUKRAS, M.S.
v,53p.;ill.;25cm.-(AERC special paper:no.8)
Legal deposit reg.no.:99-17
1.Title 2.Series
[KE98-154]

330.71109660917541 PEG
PEGATIENAN, H.J.
v,19p.;25cm.-(AERC special paper: no.7)
Legal deposit reg.no.:99-33
ISBN 9966-42-012-6(pbk.):Unpriced
1.Title 2.Series
[KE98-155]

330.71109667 AJA
IBI, Ajayi S.
vii,43p.;25cm.-(AERC special paper: no.6)
Legal deposit reg.no.:99-95
ISBN 9966-42-011-8 (pbk.):Unpriced
1.Title 2.Series
[KE98-156]

330.9669 KWA
KWANASHIE,M.
47p.;25cm.-(AERC research paper: no.78)
Legal deposit reg.no.:99-63
ISBN 9966-900-66-7(pbk.):Unpriced
1.Title 2.Series
[KE98-157]

330.9678 BAG
BAGACHWA,M.S.D.
29p.;25cm.-(AERC special paper: no.16)
Legal deposit reg.no.:99-60
ISBN 9966-900-00-4(pbk.):Unpriced
1.Title 2.Series
[KE98-158]

331.1096 VAN
VANDEMOORTELE, J.
vii,41p.;ill.;25cm.-(AERC special paper: no.14)
Legal deposit reg.no.:99-55
ISBN 9966-42-026-6 (pbk.):Unpriced
1.Title 2.Series
[KE98-159]

331.409624 MAG
MAGLAND,N.A.
25p.;25cm.-(AERC special paper:30)
Legal deposit reg.no.:99-47
ISBN 9966-900-68-3(pbk.):Unpriced
1.Title 2.Series
[KE98-160]

331.88096762 ALU
ALUCHIO,L.P.A.
Trade unions in Kenya:development and the system of industrial
1.Title [KE98-162]

332.041509669 SOY ADEDOYIN, Soyibo
Legal deposit reg.no.:99-4 ISBN 1-897621-17-5 (pbk.):Unpriced
1.Title 2.Series [KE98-163]

332.04209669 IBI IBI,AJAYI S.
1.Title 2.Series [KE98-164]

332.096668 OUS OUSSOU, Kouassy
Legal deposit reg.no.:99-3 ISBN 1-897621-08-6 (pbk.):Unpriced
1.Title 2.Series [KE98-165]

332.09669 ADE ADEDOYIN, Soyibo
Legal deposit reg.no.:99-15 ISBN 1-897621-04-3 (pbk.):Unpriced
1.Title 2.FEMI Adekanye 3.Series [KE98-166]

332.109667 ARY ARYETTEY,E.
Legal deposit reg.no.:99-13 ISBN 1-897621-03-5 (pbk.):Unpriced
1.Title 2.Series [KE98-167]

332.109669 ADE ADEDOYIN, Soyibo
Legal deposit reg.no.:99-14 ISBN 1-897621-10-8(pbk.):Unpriced

332.12309678 HYU HYUHA, M.
Legal deposit reg.no.:99-12 ISBN 1-897621-13( pbk.):Unpriced

332.17509669 OLU OLU,Ajakaiye D.
Short-run macroeconomic effects of bank lending rates in Nigeria, 1987-91 : a computable general equilibrium analysis/D.Olu Ajakaiye.-Nairobi:
37p.;25cm.-(AERC research paper:34)
Legal deposit reg.no.:99-48
ISBN 9966-900-28-4 (pbk.):Unpriced
1.Title 2.Series
[KE98-170]

332.2031669 ADE
ARIYO, Ademola
39p.;ill.;25cm.-(AERC research paper : 67)
Legal deposit reg.no.:66-99
ISBN 9966-900-34-9 (pbk.):Unpriced
1.Title 2.Series
[KE98-171]

322.3096762 NDE
NDELE,S.M.
v,26p.;25cm.-(AERC research paper: no. 5)
Legal deposit reg.no.:99-731
ISBN 9966-42-027-4 (pbk.):Unpriced
1.Title 2.Series
[KE98-172]

332.409678 KIL
KILIDO,A.
37p.;ill.;25cm.-(AERC Research Paper : 65)
Legal deposit reg.no.:99-19
1.Title 2.Series
[KE98-173]

332.4109668 KOU
KOUASSIA,E.
20p.;25cm.-(AERC research paper: no.52)
Legal deposit reg.no.:99-126
ISBN 9966-900-88-8(pbk.):Unpriced
1.Title 2.Series
[KE98-174]

332.4109667 SOW
SOWA,N.K.
32p.;ill.;25cm.-(AERC research paper : 22)
Legal deposit reg.no.:99-24
ISBN 1-897621-16-7(pbk.):Unpriced
1.Title 2.KWAKYE,J. 3.Series
[KE98-175]

332.4109667 SOW
SOWA,N.K.
26p.;24cm.-(AERC research Legal deposit reg.no.:99-139
1.Title 2.Series
[KE98-176]

332.4509669 GEN
GENEVESI,Ogiogio 0.
37p.;26cm.-(AERC research paper: no.49)
Legal deposit reg.no.:99-93
ISBN 9966-900-74-8 (pbk.):Unpriced
1.Title 2.Series
[KE98-177]

332.4509666 DOR
DORDUNOO, C.K.
64p.;ill.;25cm.-(AERC research paper :no.24)
Legal deposit reg.no.:99-115
1.Title 2.Series
[KE98-178]
332.4509667 OSE
OSEI,K.A.
Legal deposit reg.no.:99-138
ISBN 9966-900-64-0 (pbk.):Unpriced
1.Title 2.Series [KE98-179]

332.4509669 AYO
AYOGU,M.
Legal deposit reg.no.:99-16
ISBN 9966-900-52-7(pbk.):Unpriced
1.Title 2.Series [KE98-180]

332.45609667 JEB
JEBUNI,C.D.
Legal deposit reg.no.:99-46
ISBN 9966-42-029-0 (pbk.):Unpriced

332.45609667 YER
YERFI FOSU,K.
Legal deposit reg.no.:99-5
ISBN 1-897621-01-9(pbk.):Unpriced
1.Title 2.Series [KE98-182]

332.45609669 GAR
KASSEY, Garba P.
Legal deposit reg.no.:99-88
ISBN 9966-900-97-7(pbk.):Unpriced
1.Title 2.Series [KE98-183]

332.45609669 OLU
OLUREMI, Ogun
Legal deposit reg.no.:99-83
ISBN 9966-900-80-2(pbk.):Unpriced
1.Title 2.series [KE98-184]

332.456966906 KAS
KASSEY, Odubogun
Legal deposit reg.no.:99-45
1.Title 2.Series [KE98-185]

332.45696711 AMIN
AMIN,A.A.
Legal deposit reg.no.:99-17
1.Title 2.Series [KE98-186]
332.456096897 SIL
SILUMBU, E.B.D.

332.45609724 ASM
ASMEROM, Kidane

332.456209623 ASM
ASMEROM, Kidane

332.456209669 AYO
AYOGU, M.

332.49667 DOR
DORDUNOO, C.

332.49669 EKP
EKPO, A.H.

332.49669 OLU
OGUN, Oluremi

332.496711 AMI
AMIN, A.A.

332.496762 NGU
NGUGI, R. W.
Financial sector reforms and interest rate liberalization: The
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333.73160967 CHR
CHRISTIANSSON,C.
Legal deposit reg.no.:96-83 ISBN 9966-896-18-x(pbk.):Unpriced

333.7916 MBI
MBITI,P.
Legal deposit reg.no.:99-328 Unpriced(pbk.)
1.Title 2.Chege,G. [KE98-204]

333.9516 CON
Legal deposit reg. no.:99-59 ISBN 9966-9874-0-1(pbk.):Unpriced
1.Title 2.Bennun,R. A. ed.3.AMAN ed. 4. CRITTER, R.ed. [KE98-205]

333.95416 WIL
Legal deposit reg. no.:99-59 ISBN 9966-9861-1-1(pbk.):Ksh.1,000

336.064667 ARY
ARYEETEY,E.
[8],7p.:26cm.- (AERC research paper:no.3)
Legal deposit reg.no.:99-41 ISBN 9966-42-019-3 (pbk.): Unpriced

336.2012669 INA
INANGA, E. L.
44p.:25cm.- (AERC Research paper: no.47)
Legal deposit reg.no.:99-40 Unpriced(pbk.)

336.20509667 KUS
KUSI,N.K.
Legal deposit reg.no.:99-27 ISBN 9966-900-54-3(pbk.):Unpriced
1.Title 2.Series [KE98-209]

336.20509669 OSO
OSORO,N.E.
Legal deposit reg.no.:99-6 ISBN 1-897621-14-0(pbk.):Unpriced
336.20509678 OSO
OSORO, N. E.
79p.; ill.; 25cm.-(AERC Research paper no.38)
Legal deposit reg.no.: 99-43
ISBN 9966-900-41-1 (pbk.): Unpriced
1. Title 2. Series

[KE98-211]

336.3435096 GRE
GREENE, J. E.
vii, 27p.; ill.; 25cm.-(AERC special paper no.3)
Legal deposit reg.no.: 99-65
ISBN 9966-42-008-8 (pbk.): Unpriced
1. Title 2. KHAN, M. S. 3. Series

[KE98-213]

336.3435096761 MBI
MBIRE, B.
40p.; 25cm.-(AERC research paper: 66)
Legal deposit reg.no.: 99-20
ISBN 9966-900-33-0 (pbk.): Unpriced
1. Title 2. ATINGI, M. 3. Series

[KE98-213]

336.36096 ROE
ROE, A. R.
97p.; 25cm.-(AERC special paper: no.4)
Legal deposit reg.no.: 99-41
ISBN 9966-42-009-6(pbk.): Unpriced
1. Title 2. GRIGGS, J. 3. Series

[KE98-214]

336.36309667 BAR
BARFOUR, Osei
39p.; ill.; 25cm.- (AERC research paper no.33)
Legal deposit reg.no.: 99-82
ISBN 9966-900-27-6 (pbk.): Unpriced
1. Title 2. Series

[KE98-215]

337.16 MLS
MUSONDA, F.
62p.; ill.; 25cm.-(AERC research paper no.64)
Legal deposit reg.no.: 99-18
ISBN 9966-900-30-6 (pbk.): Unpriced
1. Title 2. Series

[KE98-216]

338.01067624 EH
ELHIRAIAKA, A. B.
29p.; 25cm.-(AERC research paper no.79)
Legal deposit reg.no.: 99-34
1. Title 2. AHMED, S. A. 3. Series

[KE98-217]

338.109624 NAS
HAG Alamin Nasredin
51p.; 25cm.-(AERC:63)
Legal deposit reg.no.: 99-22
ISBN 9966-900-20-9(pbk.): Unpriced
1. Title 2. ELsheikh, M. El Mak. 3. Series

[KE98-218]
338.1373096761 SSE
SSEMogerere, G.
ix, 53 p.; ill.; 25 cm. -(AERC Research paper: no. 1)
Legal deposit reg. no.: 99-121
ISBN 9966-42-014-2 (pbk.): Unpriced
1. Title 2. Series
[KE98-219]

338.186762 NYA
NYANGITO, H.O.
22 p.; ill.; 26 cm. -(IPAR occasional papers: no. OP/002/98 September 1998)
Includes Bibliographic Reference
Legal deposit reg. no.: 98-1011
ISBN 9966-9967-3-7 (pbk.): Unpriced
1. Title 2. Series
[KE98-220]

338.52809672 NJU
NJUGUNA, S.
38 p.; ill.; 25 cm. -(AERC research paper: no. 58)
Legal deposit reg. no.: 99-36
ISBN 9966-900-07-1 (pbk.): Unpriced
1. Title 2. Series
[KE98-221]

338.64209669 EKP
EKpenyong, D.B.
33 p.; 25 cm. -(AERC research paper: no. 16)
Legal deposit reg. no.: 99-11
ISBN 1-876721-69-4 (pbk.): Unpriced
1. Title 2. NYONG M.O. 3. Series
[KE98-222]

338.9 KIL
KILLICK, T.
x, 46 p.; 25 cm. -(AERC special paper: no. 2)
Legal deposit reg. no.: 99-112
ISBN 9966-42-007-x (pbk.): Unpriced
1. Title 2. Series
[KE98-223]

338.9109678 NYO
NYONI, T.
33 p.; 25 cm. -(AERC research paper: no. 61)
Legal deposit reg. no.: 99-28
ISBN 9966-900-18-7 (pbk.): Unpriced
1. Title 2. Series
[KE98-224]

338.96 ECO
xxi, 374 p.; 25 cm.
Legal deposit reg. no.: 99-77
ISBN 9966-900-24-1 (pbk.): Unpriced
1. ACHI, A. ed. 2. WANWE, S. ed. 3. DRABEK, A. ed.
[KE98-225]

338.96 INS
xiii, 238 p.; 26 cm.
Legal deposit reg. no.: 6666
ISBN 9966-46-728-9 (pbk.): Unpriced
[KE98-226]

338.96762 INS
INSTITUTE OF POLICY ANALYSIS AND RESEARCH
338.96762 SUB
[xii.,11p.]:21cm.
Legal deposit reg. no.:98-811
ISBN 9966-9885-5-6(pbkb.):Unpriced
1.AKATCH, S.O. ed.
[KE98-228]

338.9676206 STR
STRATEGIC DEVELOPMENT PATHS FOR KENYA IN THE 21ST CENTURY(1998 April.15-16:Nairobi, Kenya)
[vi],59p. :ill. ;25cm.
Legal deposit reg. no.98-1008
ISBN 9966-9967-2-9 (pbk.):Unpriced
1.OKELLO, J.J.
[KE98-229]

338.967623 KEN
125p. ;29cm.
Legal deposit reg. no.98-814
Unpriced(pbkb.)
1.Title
[KE98-230]

339.09669 ADE
ADEMOLA, Ariyo
38p. :ill. ;25cm. -(AERC special paper :no.22)
Legal deposit reg. no.99-127
ISBN 9966-900-75-6(pbkb.):Unpriced
1.Title 2.Series.
[KE98-231]

339.096897 CHI
CHIPETA, C.
58p.:25cm. -(AERC research paper; no. 4)
Legal deposit reg.no. :99-37
ISBN 9966-42-020-7(pbkb.):Unpriced
1.Title 2.MKANDAWIRE, M.L.C. 3.Series
[KE98-232]

339.40966 ADE
OYEJIDE, A. T.
vi,27p.;25cm. -(AERC special paper series:no.1)
Legal deposit reg.no. :99-49
ISBN 9966-42-006-1(pbkb.):Unpriced
1.Title 2.Series
[KE98-233]

339.5096 ADA
ADAMU, S.O.
84p. ;25cm. -(AERC special paper: no.33)
Legal deposit reg.no. :99-66
ISBN 9966-900-82-9(pbkb.):Unpriced
1.Title 2.AJIFERUKE, I.S.Y. 3.OGUNKOLA, E.C
[KE98-234]

339.50963 ASM
ASMEROM, Kidane
v,16p.;25cm. -(AERC research paper: no.7)
Legal deposit reg.no. :99-72
ISBN 9966-42-030-4(pbkb.):Unpriced
1.Title 2.Series
[KE98-235]
339.5096762  KIR
KENYA NATIONAL BIBLIOGRAPHY 1998

KIRORI, G.N.
Legal deposit reg.no.:99-81
ISBN 9966-900-81-0 (pbk.):Unpriced
1.Title 2.ALI,J. 3.Series
[KE98-236]

339.5096762  MWE
MWEGA,F.M.
Legal deposit reg.no.:99-39
ISBN 9966-900-01-2 (pbk.): Unpriced
1.Title 2.NJUGUNA MWANGI 3.OLEWE-OCHILO, F. 4.Series
[KE98-237]

339.52  SCH
SCHMIDT,H.K.
Legal deposit reg.no.:99-71
1.Title 2.Series
[KE98-238]

339.52209669  IBI
IBI, Ajayi,S.
Legal deposit reg.no.:99-188
ISBN 9966-42-431-2(pbk.):Unpriced
1.Title 2.Series
[KE98-239]

339.52309669  KGW
EGWAIKHIDE,F.O.
Legal deposit reg.no.:99-31
ISBN 9966-900-42-X(pbk.):Unpriced
1.Title 2.Series
[KE98-240]

339.596  KHA
KHAN,M.S.
Legal deposit reg.no.:99-69
ISBN 9966-42-025-8(pbk.):Unpriced
1.Title 2.VILLANUEVA,D. 3.Series
[KE98-241J

340-Law

347.016762  KUL
KULOBAR,R.
Legal deposit reg.no.:7277
ISBN 0-19-572727-4(pbk.):Unpriced
1.Title
[KE98-242]

350-Public administration & military science

351.05096762  KEN
KENYA, REPUBLIC OF
Legal deposit reg.no.:99-230
Unpriced(pbk.)
1.Title
[KE98-243]
360-Social problems & services; association

361.1096762 NJA
NJAUP.
49p.;21cm.
Legal deposit reg.no.:7530
1.Title
[KE98-244]

362.1 WAS
WASUNNA,Owino
22p;25cm.- (IPAR Discussion paper: no.13/98)
Legal deposit reg.no.:99-336
ISBN 9966-9631-2-x(pbk.):Unpriced
1.Title 2.Series
[KE98-245]

362.1966792096762 HIV
28p.;21cm.
Unpriced(pbk.).
1. AOKO,M.
[KE98-246]

362.196792496392 MPA
MPANZAA.
iv, 30p.;iill.;18cm.
Legal deposit reg.no.:99-188
ISBN 9966-885-30-7(pbk.):Unpriced
1.Title
[KE98-247]

362.1969192 STO
STOCHHOLML.
22p.;iill.;21cm.- (Health 3 AIDS)
Legal deposit reg.no.:6766
Unpriced(pbk.)
1.Title 2.Series
[KE98-248]
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364.36096762 CHI
xiii,56p.;21cm.
Legal deposit reg. no.:98-922
ISBN 9966-9634-0-5(pbk.):Unpriced
[KE98-254]

365.6 DEA
xvi,210p.;21cm.
Legal deposit reg. no.:208-210.
Unpriced (pbk.).
[KE98-255]

370-Education

370.096762 OKW
ABAGI, Okwachi
40p.;25cm.-(IPAR special paper: no. 2)
Legal deposit reg. no.:98-1012
ISBN 9966-9967-4-5(pbk.):Unpriced
1.Title 2.Series
[KE98-256]

371.2 OKU
OKUMBE,J.A.
xii,274p.;21cm.
Legal deposit reg. no.:99-338
1.Title
[KE98-257]

371.2 OWI
OWIRO, M.O.
iv,70p.;21cm.
Legal deposit reg. no.:99-322
ISBN 9966-9649-6-7(pbk.):KSh.150
1.Title
[KE98-258]

371.264 WAR
WARUTERE,C.M.
59p.;21cm.
Legal deposit reg.no.:7502
Unpriced(pbk.)
1.Title
[KE98-259]

371.394 M.R
MURIITHI,S.
32p.;20cm.
Legal deposit reg.no.:99-381
ISBN 9966-9630-0-6(pbk.):Unpriced
1.Title
[KE98-260]

371.40712 OKI
OKINDA,E.
i,45p.;15cm.
Legal deposit reg.no.:99-213
ISBN 9966-9911-4-x(pbk.):Ksh.70
1.Title 2.OWUOR,W.O.
[KE98-261]

371.42 OWI
OWIRO,M.O.
iii,39p.;ill.;21cm.-(Pavement Guidance Counselling series)
Legal deposit reg.no.:99-295
ISBN 9966-9649-1-6(pbk.):Ksh.100
1.Title 2.Series
[KE98-262]

378.05096762068 SIF
SIFUNA,D.N.
viii,82p.;20cm.-(Educational Research Series:no.11)
Legal deposit reg.no.:7412
ISBN 9966-935-00-2 (pbk.):Unpriced

30
380.1025 IND
Legal deposit reg. no.: 7189.
Ksh. 150 (pbk.). (KE98-264)

380.102946762 KEN
Legal deposit reg. no.: 97-416
Unpriced (pbk.)
1. BHUSHAN, K. ed. (KE98-265)

380.10712 OMU
OWUOR,A.O.
Legal deposit reg. no.: 99-218
ISBN 9966-932-82-9 (pbk.): Ksh. 20
1. Title 1. Title (KE98-266)

380.10713 KEN
KENYA INSTITUTE OF EDUCATION
Legal deposit reg. no.: 99-199
ISBN 9966-44-359-2 (pbk.): Unpriced
1. Title
(KKE98-267)

380.1073 NJO
NJOROGE,J.
175p.: ill.; 25cm.- (Peak revision course)
Legal deposit reg. no.: 98-878
ISBN 9966-46-827-7 (pbk.): Unpriced

380.13096 LYA
LYAKURWA,W.M.
Legal deposit reg. no.: 99-52
ISBN 9966-42-023-1 (pbk.): Unpriced
1. Title 2. Series (KE98-269)

380.13172 DOS
DOSTIE,B.
Legal deposit reg. no.: 99-76
ISBN 9966-900-89-6 (pbk.): Unpriced

382.1709667 UMO
UMO,J.
382.3 JED
JEJUBNI, C. D.
84p.;25cm.-(AERC research paper: no.27)
Legal deposit reg.no.: 99-57
ISBN 9966-900-14-6(pbk.): Unpriced
1. Title 2. ODURO, A. D. 3. TUTU, K. A. 4. Series
[KE98-273]

382.6 6 096 69 OSU
OSUTOGUN, A.
36p.;25cm.-(AERC research paper: no.68)
Legal deposit reg.no.: 99-30
ISBN 9966-900-43-8(pbk.): Unpriced
1. Title 2. EDORDU, C. C. 3. ORAMAH, B. O. 4. Series
[KE98-274]

382.909678 MLS
MUSONDA, F.M.
68p.;26cm.-(EARC Research paper: no.31)
Legal deposit reg.no.: 99-90
ISBN 9966-900-25-x(pbk.): Unpriced
1. Title 2. Series
[KE98-275]

390 - Customs, etiquette, folklore

398.20496392 MRA
MRA DI WA LUGHA YA CHIDIGO
Zamani za kare...: hadisi na misemo ya Chidigo/Mradi wa lugha ya Chidigo; illustrated by J. Raychard.-Nairobi BTL, 1996.
30p.; ill.; 21cm.
Legal deposit reg.no.: 7765
Unpriced(pbk.)
1. Title 2. RAYCHARDJ. ill.
[KE98-276]

398.2097662 OKI
OKINDA, E.
25 p.; ill.; 15 cm.
Legal deposit reg.no.: 99-217
ISBN 9966-9911-1-5(pbk.): Unpriced
1. Title
[KE98-277]

400 - Language

410 - Linguistics

413.965 SOO
SOOMBURTAAB, ng’aleek chebo Sabawoot = Saboot dictionary.-Nairobi: Bible Translation and Literacy, 1996.
57p.; 21 cm.
Legal deposit reg.no.: 98-1040.
Unpriced (pbk.)
[KE98-278]

413.965 TUR
120p.; 21 cm.
Includes Index.
Legal deposit reg. no.: 96-98
ISBN 0-333-53654-1(pbk.): Unpriced
1. BARRETT, A. comp.
[KE98-279]

420 - English & old English

428.0713 GIT
GITHINJI Wa Chege
69p.; ill.; 21 cm.
Legal deposit reg.no.: 98-853
ISBN 9966-46-621-5(pbk.): Unpriced
1. Title
[KE98-280]
428.073 KEN
KENYA INSTITUTE OF EDUCATION
The muddy muddy wedding; new progressive primary English 3d /
Kenya Institute of Education.-
Nairobi:Oxford University Press,
1998 .
24p.:ill.;18cm.- (Reading scheme series).
Legal deposit reg. no.:98-832
1.Title 2.Series
[KE98-281]

428.074 MAI
MAINA,N.
Let's learn English; teacher's guide
3/N.Maina, O. Ombisa and A. E. Ongong'a.-
111,100p.;21cm.
Legal deposit reg.no.:7495
ISBN 9966-44-341-x (pbk.):KSh.120.00
1.Title 2. OMBISA, O. 3. ONGONG'A, E.
[KE98-282]

428.10713 FOR
FORD,F.
My word book 4/F. FORD.-Nairobi :
East African Educational Publishers,
1998 .
48p.:ill.; 21 cm.
Legal deposit reg. no.:98-658
ISBN 9966-46-791-2 (pbk.):Unpriced
1.Title 2.Series
[KE98-283]

428.240713 ISA
ISAGARA,M.
Peak revision P.L.E. English/M.
Isagara.-Nairobi:East African
175p.:ill.; 25 cm.
ISBN 9966-46-887-0 (pbk.):Unpriced
1.Title
[KE98-284]

428.240713 KIN
KINYUA,A.R.N.
Exercises for standard one English /
R.N. Kinyua; illustrated by Wanderi.-
54p.:ill.; 22 cm.
Legal deposit reg. no.:99-304
ISBN 9966-9853-2-8 (pbk.):KSh.100
1.Title 2.WANDERI ill.
[KE98-285]

428.6 ENG
ENGLISH reader:standard two.-Nairobi
Jadini,[19?].
30p.:ill.;21 cm.
Legal deposit reg. no.:7255
KSh.35.00 (pbk.)
[KE98-286]

428.6 MAI
MAKOTSI, Maida
Cat, dog and dove/Makotsi Maida.-
Nairobi:East African Educational
13p.:ill.; 21 cm . -(Sunbird readers: 8)
Legal deposit reg. no.:98-696
ISBN 9966-46-671-1 (pbk.): Unpriced
Title 2.Series
[KE98-287]

428.6 NOO
NOOR,A.M.
Three letter words/A.M.Noor.-
20p.; 21 cm .
Legal deposit reg. no.:7611
KSh.40 (pbk.)
1.Title
[KE98-288]

428.6 NOO
NOOR,A.M.
The alphabet, letter sounds/A.M. Noor
and M.A.Somji.-Mombasa:Noor
12p.:ill.; 21cm.
Legal deposit reg. no.:7574
KSh.30.00 (pbk.)
1.Title 2. Somji, M.A.
[KE98-289]

428.60713 ALU
ALUMENDA,S.
Toko and the injured dove/S.
Alumenda.-Nairobi:East African
11p.:ill.;21cm . -(Sunbird readers: 9)
Legal deposit reg. no.:98-897
ISBN 9966-46-955-9 ( pbk.): Unpriced
1.Title 2.Series
[KE98-290]

428.60713 BOW
BOWELER,K.C.
Kafi:a short story for children /
K.C.Bowler.-Nairobi:Evangel
28p.:ill.; 21 cm .
428.60713 CUT
CUTHBERT, V.
Three boys and a dog: behind the door
18 p.: ill. ; 21 cm. -(KLB Storyland series)
Legal deposit reg. no.: 99-175
ISBN 9966-44-356-8 (pbk.): KShs. 52
1.Title 2. Series
[KE98-292]

428.60713 KEN
KENYA INSTITUTE OF EDUCATION
24 p.: ill.; 18 cm. -(Reading scheme; 3b)
Legal deposit reg. no.: 98-829
1.Title 2. Series
[KE98-293]

428.60713 KEN
KENYA INSTITUTE OF EDUCATION
16 p.: ill.; 18 cm. -(Reading scheme; 3b)
Legal deposit reg. no.: 98-427
ISBN 0-19-572899-X (pbk.): Unpriced
1.Title 2. Series
[KE98-294]

428.60713 KEN
KENYA INSTITUTE OF EDUCATION
16 p.: ill.; 18 cm. -(Reading scheme; 2c)
Legal deposit reg. no.: 98-831
1.Title 2. Series
[KE98-295]

428.60713 KEN
KENYA INSTITUTE OF EDUCATION
16 p.: ill.; 18 cm. -(Reading scheme; 1a)
Legal deposit reg. no.: 98-428
ISBN 0-19-572898-x (pbk.): Unpriced
1.Title 2. Series
[KE98-296]

428.60713 KEN
KENYA INSTITUTE OF EDUCATION
16 p.: ill.; 18 cm. -(Reading scheme; 1c)
Legal deposit reg. no.: 98-829
1.Title 2. Series
[KE98-297]

428.60713 KEN
KENYA INSTITUTE OF EDUCATION
16 p.: ill.; 18 cm. -(Reading scheme; 1d)
Legal deposit reg. no.: 98-830
ISBN 0-19-572901-3 (pbk.): Unpriced
1.Title 2. Series
[KE98-298]

428.60713 KEN
KENYA INSTITUTE OF EDUCATION
16 p.: ill.; 18 cm. -(Reading scheme; 2a)
Legal deposit reg. no.: 98-834
ISBN 0-19-572902-1 (pbk.): Unpriced
1.Title 2. Series
[KE98-299]

428.60713 KEN
KENYA INSTITUTE OF EDUCATION
24 p.: ill.; 18 cm. -(Reading scheme; 3a)
Legal deposit reg. no.: 98-836
1.Title 2. Series
[KE98-300]
428.60713 KIN
Kinyua, R.N.
Learn to read English by sounds: standard 1, 2 and 3/R.N. Kinyua.-
57p.: ill.; 21 cm.
Legal deposit reg. no.: 99-204
KShs. 100 (pbk.)
1. Title
[KE98-301]

428.60713 KIS
Kisia, E.
4lp. ill.; 22 cm.
Legal deposit reg. no.: 99-152
Unpriced (pbk.)
1. Title
[KE98-302]

428.60713 LEA
LEAH
My family colouring book 1/ Leah.-
22p. ill.; 25 cm.
Legal deposit reg. no.: 98-790
ISBN 9966-21-353-8 (pbk.): Unpriced
1. Title 2. REBECCA
[KE98-303]

428.60713 LEA
LEAH
Creation colouring book 2/ Leah and Rebecca; illustrated by C. Oluoch.-
24p.: ill.; 24 cm.
Legal deposit reg. no.: 98-787
Unpriced (pbk.)
1. Title 2. REBECCA 3. OLUOCH, C. ill.
[KE98-304]

428.60713 LEA
LEAH
My school colouring book 5/ Leah and Rebecca; illustrated by R. Maina.-
22p. ill.; 24 cm.
Legal deposit reg. no.: 98-788
ISBN 9966-21-357-0 (pbk.): Unpriced
1. Title 2. REBECCA 3. MAINA, R. ill.
[KE98-305]

428.60713 LEA
LEAH
Animals colouring book 6/ Leah and Rebecca; illustrated by R. Maina.-
22p.: ill.; 24 cm.-(Colouring book Series)
Legal deposit reg. no.: 98-785
ISBN 9966-21-358-9 (pbk.): Unpriced
[KE98-306]

428.60713 LEA
LEAH
My family colouring book 3/ Leah and Rebecca; illustrated by C.
22p.: ill.; 25 cm.
Legal deposit reg. no.: 98-786
ISBN 9966-21-355-4 (pbk.): Unpriced
1. Title 2. REBECCA 3. OLUOCH, C. ill.
[KE98-307]

428.60713 MAK
Makotsi, M.
Monkey bought a bus/M. Makotsi.-
30p.: ill.; 21 cm.-(Sparrow readers: 17)
Legal deposit reg. no.: 98-816
ISBN 9966-46-910-7 (pbk.): Unpriced
1. Title 2. Series
[KE98-308]

428.60713 NGO
Ng'ome, J.
How pig got his snout/J. Ng'ome.-
14p.: ill.; 21 cm.
Legal deposit reg. no.: 98-921
ISBN 9966-46-903-6 (pbk.): Unpriced
1. Title
[KE98-309]

428.60713 NGU
Kibera, Ngumi
59p.: ill.; 21 cm.-(Focus Publications)
Legal deposit reg. no.: 99-176
ISBN 9966-882-28-6 (pbk.): Unpriced
1. Title 2. Series.
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428.60713 NOO
NOOR, A.M.
4Op rall.;21cm.
Legal deposit reg.no.:7363
Unpriced (pbk.)
1. Title
[KE98-311]

428.60713 NNM
NUMAM A.
46p.:ill.;21cm.-(Sparrow readers:13)
Legal deposit reg.no.:98-684
ISBN 9966-46-682-7(pbk.):Unpriced
1. Title 2. Series
[KE98-312]

428.60713 NYA
MPESHA, Nyambura
21p.: ill.;21cm.-(Sparrow readers:15)
Legal deposit reg.no.:98-813
ISBN 9966-46-695-9(pbk.):Unpriced
1. Title 2. Series
[KE98-313]

428.60713 NYA
NYAMBURA, M.
30p.: ill.;21cm.-(Sparrow readers:14)
Legal deposit reg.no.:98-812
ISBN 9966-46-694-0(pbk.):Unpriced
1. Title 2. Series
[KE98-314]

428.81 GIT
GITHINJI Wa Chege
35p.: 21cm.
Legal deposit reg.no.:98-849
ISBN 9966-46-597-9(pbk.):Unpriced
1. Title
[KE98-315]

440-Romance languages French
440.0713 STE
STEINHAUER, D.
Lectures choisies pour les commencats/D. Steinhauer;H.J illustrated by.-Nairobi:Radier French Books Publishers,[19??].
52p.: ill.;15cm.
Legal deposit reg.no.:98-882
ISBN 9966-9972-2-9(pbk.):Unpriced
1. Title 2. AR ISS. H. ill
[KE98-316]

490-Other languages
493.5 BOR
BORANA LITERACY PROJECT
87p.: ill.;21cm.
Legal deposit reg.no.:6743
Unpriced(pbk.)
1. Title
[KE98-317]

493.50713 DII
DIIDA, D.
22p.: ill.;21cm.
Legal deposit reg.no.:6744
( Unpriced pbk.)
1. Title
[KE98-318]

496.39 TUT
63p.:ill.;21cm.
Legal deposit reg. no.:6726.
Unpriced(pbk.).
[KE98-319]

496.392 CHI
CHIMERAH.R.
152p.; 21cm.
Legal deposit reg.no.:99-337
1. Title
[KE98-320]

496.392 MAI
MAILU, G.D.
36p.;21cm.
Legal deposit reg.no.:98-783 ISBN 9966-22-147-6(pbk.):Unpriced
1.Title [KE98-321]

496.392 SHA
SHAKE, R
[6],24p : ill.;21cm. -(Vitabu Vya Nyota)
Legal deposit reg.no.:99-109 ISBN 9966-6 6-968-0(pbk.):Unpriced
1.Title 2.Series [KE98-322]

496.392 YAI
YAHYA,S.A.
[8],79p.:21cm. -(Vitabu Vya Nyota)
1.Title [KE98-324]

496.39203 ALI
ALI,Attas
16p.;ill.;25cm.
1.Title [KE98-324]

496.392031 MH
MOHAMED,A.M.
[13],267p.;29cm.
Legal deposit reg.no.:98-819 ISBN 9966-46-898-6(pbk.):Unpriced
1.Title 2.SAID, A.M. [KE98-325]

496.3920712 KEN
KENYA INSTITUTE OF EDUCATION
94p.till.;21cm.
1.Title [KE98-326]

496.3920712 MAN
MANENO,S.K.
iv,68p.:25cm.
Legal deposit reg.no.:98-734 ISBN 9966-46-443-3 (pbk.): Unpriced
1.Title [KE98-327]

496.3920712 MAN
MANENO,S.K.
iv,68p.:25cm.
Legal deposit reg.no.:98-734 ISBN 9966-46-443-3 (pbk.): Unpriced
1.Title [KE98-328]

496.3920712 MAN
MANENO,S.K.
iv,220p.:25cm.
1.Title [KE98-329]

496.3920712 TAA
TAASISI YA ELIMU
xii,124p.;20cm.
1.Title [KE98-330]
496.3920713 MAN
MANENO,S.K.
92p.;25cm.
Legal deposit reg. no.:7506
1.Title
[KE98-331]

496.3920713 MAS
x, 153p.;ill.;25cm.
Legal deposit reg. no.:98-852
ISBN 9966-46-911-7 (pbk.):Unpriced
1.ZANI,Z.
[KE98-332]

496.3920713 MAS
Legal deposit reg. no.:98-876
ISBN 9966-46-922-2(pbk.):Unpriced
1.ZANI,Z.
[KE98-333]

496.3920713 MAS
Legal deposit reg. no.:98-876
ISBN 9966-46-922-2(pbk.):Unpriced
1.ZANI,Z.
[KE98-334]

496.3920713 MAS
[12],158p.;ill.;30cm.
Legal deposit reg. no.:98-879
ISBN 9966-46-934-6(pbk.):Unpriced
1.ZANI,Z.
[KE98-335]

496.3920715 LLG
ii,42p.;21cm.
Legal deposit reg. no.:99-330
Unpriced(pbk.)
1.KANURI,J.
[KE98-336]

496.3920715 LLG
42p.;ill.;20cm.
Legal deposit reg. no.:99-334
Unpriced(pbk.)
1.KANURI,J,M.
[KE98-337]

496.392074 KAN
KANGUH,W.N.
Mwongozo wa mashetani/W.N.
71p.;21cm.
Legal deposit reg.no.:6694
ISBN 0-19-57283-7-8(pbk.):
Unpriced
1.Title
[KE98-338]

496.392074 KIN
KING’ALA, Yusuf M.
51p.;18cm.
Legal deposit reg.no.:7239
ISBN 9966-47-201-0(pbk.):Ksh.90.00
1.Title
[KE98-339]

496.392074 MAN
MANENO,S.K.
101p.;25cm.
Legal deposit reg.no.:98-821
ISBN 9966-46-767-X (pbk.):Unpriced
1.Title
[KE98-340]

496.392074 MAS
70p.;25cm.
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Legal deposit reg. no.:99-226
l.ZANI, Z.
[KE98-341]

496.392074 MAS
48p.;25cm.
Legal deposit reg. no.:99-227.
l.ZANI, Z.M.
[KE98-342]

496.3926713 KIN
KINYUA,R.
i 44p.;ill.;21cm.
Legal deposit reg.no.:99-315
ISBN 9966-9853-1-X (pbk.):Unpriced
l.Title
[KE98-343]

496.3928 AMI
AMINA,Mlacha Vuzo
iv,92p.;21cm.
Legal deposit reg.no.:99-161
ISBN 9966-885-66-8(pbks.): Unpriced
l.Title
[KE98-344]

496.3928 SYA
SYAMBO,B.
i,84p.;21cm.
Legal deposit reg.no.:99-167
ISBN 9966-885-59-5(pbks.): Unpriced
l.Title
[KE98-345]

496.39286 KEN
KENYA INSTITUTE OF EDUCATION
25p.;ill.;14cm.-(TLY series)
Legal deposit reg. no.:98-1034
ISBN 9966-319-3(pbks.):Ksh.52
l.Title 2.Series
[KE98-346]

496.39286 KIT
KITABU cha wanyama kwa alfabeti.- Nairobi:Sat Publications,[1997].
8p.;ill.;21cm.
Legal deposit reg. no.:7532
Ksh.25(pbks.)
[KE98-347]

496.395 CHU
15p.;ill.;21cm.
Legal deposit reg.no.:6782
Unpriced(pbks.)
l. KOROSSO,H. ill.
[KE98-348]

496.395 KEN
KENYA INSTITUTE OF EDUCATION
53p.;ill.;12cm.-(TLY Series)
Legal deposit reg. no.:98-1025
ISBN 9966-44-305-3(pbks.):Unpriced
l.Title 2.Series
[KE98-349]

496.395 KEN
KENYA INSTITUTE OF EDUCATION
16p.;ill.;12cm.-(TLY series)
Legal deposit reg. no.: 98-861
ISBN 9966-44-375-4(pbks.):Ksh.32
l.Title 2. Series
[KE98-350]

496.395 KOR
KOROSSO,H.
105p.;ill.;20cm.
Legal deposit reg.no.:6794
Unpriced(pbks.)

39
1. Title 2. The Literacy Committee

[KE98-351]

496.395 NDZ
25p.:ill.;22cm.
Legal deposit reg. no.:6759.
Unpriced(pbk.).
1.KAHINDI, B. ill.
[KE98-352]

496.395 NDZ
24p. rill.;31cm.
Legal deposit reg. no.:97-369
Unpriced(pbk.)
1.Title 
[KE98-353]

496.395 NIW
96p.:ill.;31cm.
Legal deposit reg. no.:6734
Unpriced(pbk.)
1.Title 
[KE98-354]

496.3954 KEN
KENYA INSTITUTE OF EDUCATION
53p.:ill.;12cm.-(TLY Series)
Legal deposit reg. no.:98-1020
ISBN 9966-44-374-6(pbk.):Kshs.68
1.Title 2.series
[KE98-355]

496.3954 KEN
KENYA INSTITUTE OF EDUCATION
25p.:ill.;12cm.-(TLY Series).
Legal deposit reg. no.:98-868.
ISBN 9966-44-365-7(pbk.):Ksh.44
1.Title 2.Series
[KE98-356]
500.713 BER
BERLUTI, A.
i,v, 70 p. : ill. ; 25 cm.
Legal deposit reg. no.: 99-297
1. Title 2. NJENGA, J.
[KE98-362]

500.713 GIT
GITHUI, M. K.
[4], 50 p. : ill. ; 25 cm.
Legal deposit reg. no.: 99-104
ISBN 9966-49-242-9 (pbk.): Unpriced
1. Title 2. Karaka, J. K.
[KE98-363]

500.713 KEN
KENYA INSTITUTE OF EDUCATION
v, 59 p. : ill. ; 25 cm.
Legal deposit reg. no.: 98-1015
ISBN 9966-44-343-6 (pbk.): Ksh. 140
1. Title
[KE98-364]

500.713 KEN
KENYA INSTITUTE OF EDUCATION
v, 62 p. : ill. ; 25 cm.
Legal deposit reg. no.: 99-196
ISBN 9966-44-339-8 (pbk.): Ksh. 220
1. Title
[KE98-365]

500.713 KEN
KENYA INSTITUTE OF EDUCATION
v, 58 p. : ill. ; 25 cm.
Legal deposit reg. no.: 98-1014
ISBN 9966-44-338-x (pbk.): Ksh. 180
1. Title
[KE98-366]

500.713 McN
MUNENE, F. J. N.
102 p. : ill. ; 21 cm. - (Primary Science Methods series)
Legal deposit reg. no.: 96-117
Ksh. 75 (pbk.)
1. Title 2. Series
[KE98-367]

500.713 OJW
OJWANG', A.
87 p. : ill. ; 25 cm.
Legal deposit reg. no.: 98-1010
ISBN 9966-46-970-2 (pbk.): Unpriced
1. Title 2. KARONJI, R. 3. K'OPIYO, F.
[KE98-369]

500.713 OJW
OJWANG', A.
71 p. : ill. ; 25 cm.
Legal deposit reg. no.: 98-855
ISBN 9966-46-971-0 (pbk.): Unpriced
1. Title 2. KARONJI, R. 3. K'OPIYO, F.
[KE98-370]
500.713 QW
OJWANG.A.
Legal deposit reg. no.: 98-847
ISBN 9966-46-983-4 (pbk.): Unpriced
1. Title

500.713 QW
OJWANG, A.
Legal deposit reg. no.: 98-854
ISBN 9966-46-982-6 (pbk.): Unpriced
1. Title

500.713074 KEN
KENYA INSTITUTE OF EDUCATION
Legal deposit reg. no.: 99-262
ISBN 9966-44-355-X (pbk.): KSh. 68
1. Title [KE98-373]

510 - Mathematics

510.0740713 PRI
PRIMARY MATHEMATICS GROUP
Legal deposit reg. no.: 98-702
ISBN 9966-46-085-3 (pbk.): Unpriced
1. Title [KE98-374]

510.0740713 PRI
PRIMARY MATHEMATICS GROUP
Legal deposit reg. no.: 98-723
ISBN 9966-46-086-1 (pbk.): Unpriced
1. Title [KE98-375]

510.0760713 NZI
NZIOKI, S.
The alphabet and mathematics: mathematics is fun, enjoy it/S. Nzioki
KENYA NATIONAL BIBLIOGRAPHY 1998

44 p. : ill. ; 24 cm. - (Pre-School Books)
Legal deposit reg. no.: 98-813
ISBN 9966-9940-0-08 (pbk.) : Unpriced
1. Title 2. Wairegi, E. 3. Series
[KE98-380]

510.713 OKE
OKELLO, L.O.
108 p. : ill. ; 28 cm.
Legal deposit reg. no.: 99-158
ISBN 9966-885-09-9 (pbk.) : Unpriced
1. Title
[KE98-381]

510.713 OKE
OKELLO, L.O.
116 p. : ill. ; 28 cm.
Legal deposit reg. no.: 99-151
ISBN 9966-885-10-2 (pbk.) : Unpriced
1. Title
[KE98-382]

510.713 OKE
OKELLO, L.O.
180 p. : ill. ; 28 cm.
Legal deposit reg. no.: 99-193
ISBN 9966-885-11-0 (pbk.) : Unpriced
1. Title
[KE98-383]

510.713 OKE
OKELLO, L.O.
201 p. : ill. ; 28 cm.
Legal deposit reg. no.: 99-191
ISBN 9966-885-19-6 (pbk.) : Unpriced
1. Title
[KE98-384]

510.713 OKE
OKELLO, L.O.
76 p. : 28 cm.
Legal deposit reg. no.: 99-159
ISBN 9966-885-20-x (pbk.) : Unpriced
1. Title
[KE98-385]

510.713 OKE
OKELLO, L.O.
v, 59 p. ; 25 cm.
Legal deposit reg. no.: 99-165
ISBN 9966-885-45-5 (pbk.) : Unpriced
1. Title
[KE98-386]

510.713 OKE
OKELLO, L.O.
57 p. ; 25 cm.
Legal deposit reg. no.: 99-190
ISBN 0-333-67790-0 (pbk.) : Unpriced
1. Title
[KE98-387]

510.713 OKE
OKELLO, L.O.
v, 83 p. ; ill. ; 25 cm.
Legal deposit reg. no.: 99-189
ISBN 9966-885-54-4 (pbk.) : Unpriced
1. Title
[KE98-388]

510.713 OKE
OKELLO, L.O.
v, 83 p. ; ill. ; 25 cm.
Legal deposit reg. no.: 99-164
1. Title
[KE98-389]

510.713 OKE
OKELLO, L.O.
v, 67 p. ; 25 cm.
Legal deposit reg. no.: 99-145
ISBN 9966-885-56-0 (pbk.) : Unpriced
1. Title
[KE98-390]

510.713 PRI
PRIMARY MATHEMATICS TEACHERS GROUP
E.A.E.P. primary mathematics: teachers' guide book 7
Primary Mathematics Teachers Group.
Legal deposit reg. no.: 99-221 
ISBN 9966-9911-3-8 (pbk.): Unpriced

Legal deposit reg. no.: 98-1006 
ISBN 9966-9967-0-2 (pbk.): Unpriced

Legal deposit reg. no.: 99-197 
ISBN 9966-44-376-2 (pbk.): Unpriced

Legal deposit reg. no.: 98-955 
ISBN 9966-46-841-2 (pbk.): Unpriced

Legal deposit reg. no.: 98-955 
ISBN 9966-46-875-7 (pbk.): Unpriced

Legal deposit reg. no.: 98-1016 
ISBN 9966-46-874-9 (pbk.): Unpriced

Legal deposit reg. no.: 99-218 
ISBN 9966-9636-0-X (pbk.): Unpriced

Legal deposit reg. no.: 98-884 
ISBN 9966-46-841-2 (pbk.): Unpriced

507.33 FED 
583.68 ARU
ARUM.G.
24p.;ill.;21cm.- (Indigenous Tree Training Series)
Legal deposit reg.no.:95-441
ISBN 9966-841-01-6 (pbk.):Unpriced
3.Series
[KE98-410]

590-Animals

598.0713 OFO
OFO, M.A.
My first book of birds/M.A.Ofori and E.O.Asibey.-Nairobi:Kenway
27p.;ill. (some col.);21cm.-(Kenway Natural History)
Legal deposit reg.no.:99-308
ISBN 9966-46-814-5(pbk.):Unpriced
[KE98-411]

598.0723676 SCO
Scopus, -vol.20 (May 1998)Nairobi: Birds Committee of the East Africa
Natural History Society,1998.- v.: ill.;21cm.
Three issues yearly
Legal deposit reg. no.:2000-307
ISSN 0250-4162
Ksh.600.00(pbk.)
[KE98-412]

599.0713 OFO
OFO, M.A.
My first book of mammals/M.A.Ofori and E.O.E.Asibey.-Nairobi:Kenway
27p.;ill. (some col.);21cm.-(Kenway
Natural History)
Legal deposit reg.no.:99-303
ISBN 9966-46-802-1(pbk.):Unpriced
[KE98-413]

600-Technology (Applied sciences)

610-Medical sciences Medicine

612.63 WAC
WACHIRA,R.N.
"I am pregnant:what shall I do?" / R.N.Wachira.- Nairobi:Paulines
32p.;17cm.
Legal deposit reg.no.:98-798
ISBN 9966-21-360-0(pbk.):Unpriced
1.Title 2.Series
[KE98-414]

616.342705965 KIP
KIPSISEY,G.
20p.;ill.;21cm.- (Health:no.2
Diarrhoea)
Legal deposit reg.no.:6791
Unpriced (pbk.)
1.Title 2.Series
[KE98-415]

616.3427965 KIP
KIPMOO:A health book on diarrhea
Marakwet language/edited by G.
Kipsisey;translated by G Kispang'; illustrated by F. Naoko.-Nairobi:
20p.;ill.;21cm.
Legal deposit reg. no.:7756
Unpriced(pbk.)
1.KIPSISEY,G. ed.2.KIPSANG', P. trans.
3.NAOKO, F. ill.
[KE98-416]

616.98068 MBO
MOBORORI,E.K.
Stress management/E.K. Mbogori.-Nairobi:Evangel Publishing
House,[1998?].
ix: 22p.;16cm.
Legal deposit reg.no.:98-700
ISBN 9966-20-082-7 (pbk.):Unpriced
1.Title
[KE98-417]

620-Engineering & allied operations

621.4021 NDI
NDIEMA,C. W. K.
Calculations in engineering
thermodynamics part 1/C. W. K.
628.45 AFR
African Medical Research Foundation
Legal deposit reg. no.: 93-183
Unpriced (pbk.)
1. Title
2. Kenya Water for Health Organization
[KE98-418]

630 - Agriculture & related technologies

630.09676204 NYA
Nyangito, H.
Legal deposit reg. no.: 99-146
ISBN 9966-9967-9-6 (pbk.): Unpriced
1. Title
2. Okello, J.
[KE98-420]

630.70712 NYA
Nyanjoma, A.
Legal deposit reg. no.: 98-960
ISBN 9966-46-994-x (pbk.): Unpriced
1. Title
2. Konyango, J.
[KE98-421]

630.70713 WKM
Wekesa, J.
Legal deposit reg. no.: 98-898
ISBN 9966-46-430-1 (pbk.): Unpriced
1. Title
2. Otieno, A.
3. Series
[KE98-422]

630.7076 AKU
Akogo, N.
Legal deposit reg. no.: 99-216
ISBN 9966-932-05-4 (pbk.): KSh. 100
1. Title
2. Oriata, W.
[KE98-423]

630.712 NYA
Nyanjoma, A.
Legal deposit reg. no.: 99-110
ISBN 9966-46-995-5 (pbk.): Unpriced
1. Title
2. Konyango, J.
[KE98-424]

630.713 MAK
Makewa, P.M.
Legal deposit reg. no.: 96-120
Unpriced (pbk.)
1. Title
[KE98-425]

633.15096762 NYA
Nyangito, H.
633.7296762 TEA
TEA BOARD OF KENYA
225p.;29cm.
Legal deposit reg.no.:99-408
Unpriced(pbk.)
1.Title
[KE98-427]

634.5730678 NGI
NGILA, Mwase
27p.;ill.;25cm.- (AERC research paper: no.86)
Legal deposit reg.no.:99-120
ISBN 9966-900-92-6(pbk.):Unpriced
1.Title
2.Series
[KE98-428]

634.9906894 SIM
SIMUTE,S.
ix,254p.;ill.;30cm.- (RELMA Technical Handbook.-no.17)
Legal deposit reg.no.:99-417
ISBN 9966-896-36-8(pbk.):Unpriced
1.Title 2.Series
3.TENGNAS,B.4.Series
[KE98-429]

640-Home economics & family Living

642.5 MUT
MUTEGI,Kibocha
Food and beverage sales and service theory/Kibocha Mutegi.-Nairobi:[s.n],1998.
ix,166p.;ill.;21cm.
Legal deposit reg.no.:99-162
Unpriced
1.Title
[KE98-433]

649.65 OGO
OGOLA,M. A.
(iv),41p.;17cm.
Legal deposit reg.no.:98-743
ISBN 9966-882-12-x(pbk.):Unpriced
1.Title
[KE98-434]

650-Management & auxiliary services

650.1 BWI
BWISA,H.M.
How to find and evaluate a business opportunity:a guide for those contemplating starting an own
KENYA NATIONAL BIBLIOGRAPHY 1998


657.0712 NYA

NYAGA,M.


[iv],219p.;ill.;24cm.

Legal deposit reg.no.:98-901

ISBN 9966-44-244-4(pbk.):KSh.340

1.Title 2;MUNGIRIA,M.[KE98-436]

658.022 SMA


[vi],249p.;ill.;21cm.

Legal deposit reg. no.:95-672.


1.ENGELMANN,R.ed.[KE98-437]

658.022 WAI

WAINAINA,J.


35p.;ill.;21cm.

Legal deposit reg.no.:99-329

Unpriced(pbk.)

1.Title 2;WANJOYA, J. 3. KIHARA, M.[KE98-438]

660-Chemical engineering

660.6096891 STO

STOKES,K.


vi,36p.;21cm.-(Biopolicy International: no.20)

Legal deposit reg.no.:99-679

ISBN 9966-41-102-x(pbk.):Ksh.100

1.Title 2.series

[KE98-439]
KENYA NATIONAL BIBLIOGRAPHY 1998

780.713 MBI
MBUGUA,D.M.
Music foundation for std.5/D.M.
70p.:ill.;21cm.
Legal deposit reg.no.:7365
Unpriced(pbk.)
1.Title
[KE98-444]

786.07 OGA
DOK Abiba Ogao
iv,59p.:ill.;29cm.
Legal deposit reg.no.:7490
Unpriced (pbk.)
1.Title
[KE98-445]

787.7071 CLM
CUMMINS,T. A.
Learn guitar:the easy way/T. A.
34p.:ill.;30cm.
Legal deposit reg.no.:2000-40
Unpriced (pbk.)
1.Title
[KE98-446]

790-Recreational & performing arts

792.096 ORI
ORIENTATIONS of drama, theatre and culture:cultural identity and community development/edited by M.
i,150p.:ill.;23cm.
Includes cover title.
Legal deposit reg. no.:99-406.
1.OPIYO,M. ed.2.MWANGI, E. ed.
3.ODHIAMBO, C. ed.
[KE98-447]

800-Literature & rhetoric

808.7096 UCH
UCHE,Onyebadi
How to be an African lady/Uche
Onyebadi.-Nairobi:Kenway
76p.:ill.;21cm.
Legal deposit reg.no.:98-948
1.Title
[KE98-448]

808.8199287 WIT
viii,29p.:ill.;21cm.
ISBN 9966-908-12-9 (pbk.):Unpriced.
[KE98-449]

808.831096 GOR
GORDON,l.
123p.:ill.;23cm.
Legal deposit reg. no.:99-187
ISBN 9966-885-67-6 (pbk.):Unpriced
1.Title
KE98-4 50

808.83301 PEN
PENDO La Heba na hadithi nyingine/ edited by Kingei Kitula;and R.M.
vi, 72p.; 21cm.
Legal deposit reg. no.:99-207
Unpriced (pbk.)
1.KINGEI Kilula ed.2.WAFULA,R. M.ed.
[KE98-451]

820-English & Old English literatures

822.2071296762 KIR
KIRUJA,K.
Lyrical choreography:the cultural lyric dance:an art form of drama/theatre education/K. Kiruja;
vii,125p.:ill.;21cm.
Bibliography:p.121-123
Legal deposit reg.no.:99-398
1.Title 2.OPIYO,Mumma ed.
[KE98-452]

822.207196762 DRA
DRAma and theatre:communication in development/edited by Loukie Levert;
KENYA NATIONAL BIBLIOGRAPHY 1998


828.99676201 MAC
MACGOYE, M.

828.99676203 ADO
AMO, Del Montserrat

828.99676203 BKW
EKWENZI, C.

828.99676203 NGU
NGUBIAH, J. K.

828.99676203 REV

828.99676203 SIN
SINGHATEH, S.

828.99676203 WAN
WANYIRI, K.

828.99676203074 KIA
KIAI, A.

828.996762074 GOR
GORDON, I.

828.996762074 OSS
OSSOME, B.
A guide to the river and the source (Margaret A. Ogola)/B. Ossome, unpriced
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BALLYA 581.75467605 BAL/[KE98-409]

Baobab; adansonia digitata (Arum, G.) 583.68 ARU/[KE98-410]

Baptist beliefs and customs: (Turnes, S.) 230.6 TUR/[KE98-038]


Barr, R.R. God, the father of mercy:
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official catechetical text in preparation for the holy year 2000 252.02 THE/[KE98-081]

Barrett, A. TURKANA-English Dictionary 413.965 TUR/[KE98-279]

Barsella, G. STRUGGLING to be heard : the Christian voice in independent Sudan 1956-1996 266.09624 STR/[KE98-094]

Basic statistics and cartographic techniques in geography: Okello, F.O.)526.0712 OKE/ [KE98-398]

Be filled with the Spirit: (Giddens, N.J231.3 GID/ (KE98-040)

Befekadu, D. Human capacity building of professionals in sub-Saharan Africa : a case study of economists in Ethiopia 330.0920963 BEF/[KE98-150]


Bible Book Series GENESIS: bible book studies for young adults with leader's guide year 1,quarter 12 YA1-1/2PT/ [KE98-018]

The bible and Christian growth:bible lessons for dults(Senter,P.)268.434 SEN/[KE98-120]

» BIBLE lessons for children ages 10-12 (teacher):year one quarter two 268.432 BIB/[KE98B-104]

BIBLE lessons for children ages 7-9 teacher: year one book three 268.432 BIB/[KE98-098]

BIBLE lessons for children ages 7-9 teacher: year three book one 268.432 BIB/[KE98-100]

BIBLE lessons for children ages 7-9 (Teacher): year one book one 268.432 BIB/[KE98-101]

BIBLE lessons for children ages 7-9 (teacher): year two book two 268.432 BIB/[KE98-103]

BIBLE lessons for children ages 7-9: teacher: year two book one 268.432 BIB/[KE98-099]

BIBLE lessons for young children ages 4-6 teacher: year two book three 268.432 BIB/[KE98-102]

BIBLE lessons for young children ages 4-6 (teacher):year one book two 268.432 BIB/[KE98-097]

Biblia na kuku kwa mkristo: masomo ya Biblia watu wazima (Senter, P.) 248.84 SEN/[KE98-077]

Biblia na kuku kwa mkristo: masomo ya biblia kwa wazima (Senter, P.) 248.84 SEN/[KE98-078]

Biblical answers to seven questions about the Holy Spirit:(Small, T.) 231.3 SMA/[KE98-042]

The big big town: new progressive primary English) 428.60713 KEN / [KE98-299]

Biology questions examination answering technique :(Tabu, M.)570.712076 TAB/[KE98-408]

Biopolicy international no.20. Intellectual property rights and the transfer of biotechnology to Zimbabwe: (Stokes K.)/[KE98-439]

Blakely,C. J. The living God and His
people (teacher): Bible lesson for adults 231.760715 BLA/[KE98-044]

Boisvert, J. Adolescents and parents talk about love 305.2355 BOI/[KE98-129]

Bootaab moo: (Kipsisey, G.) 616.342705965 KIP/[KE98-415]

Borana Literacy Project. Afaani Borana iluma teetini hubad'i: 493.5 BOR/[KE98-317]

Borana Literacy Project. Afaani borana iluma teetini hubadi: 493.5 BOR/[KE98-317]

Borana vowel book: kitaaba kiyya ka e, i, o, u (Diida, D.) 493.50713 DII/[KE98-318]

Borruso, S. The art of thinking: chats on logic 153.42 BOR/[KE98-007]

Bouabre Bohoun, The determinants of fiscal deficit and fiscal adjustment in Cote d'Ivoire (Oussou Kouassy) 332.096668 OUS/[KE98-165]


Brighten your life: (Sumbye Kapena) 302 SUM/[KE98-127]

Bryant, J. W. Mafundisho kuhusu Roho Mtakatifu katika agano jipya 234.13 BRY/[KE98-049]

Bryden, M. Somalia between peace and war: Somalia Women on the eve of the 21st century 967.73053082 BRY/[KE98-483]

Buconyori, E. Adult bible study: discussion guide on the epistle to Romans 227.107 BUC/[KE98-034]

Bujo, B. The ethical dimension of community: the Africa model and the dialogue between North and South 303.372096 BUJ/[KE98-129]

BURKE, J. Preparing for marriage: what a catholic should know 248.4 BUR/[KE98-062]

BURKE, J. The holy spirit: reflections for committed Christians 231.3 BUR/[KE98-039]

Burning grass: (Ekwenzi, C.) 828.99676203 EKW/[KE98-456]

Bwisa, H. M. How to find and evaluate a business opportunity: a guide for those contemplating starting an own business 650.1 BWI/[KE98-435]

Calculations in engineering thermodynamics part I: (Ndiema, C. W. K.) 621.4021 NDI/[KE98-418]

Cameroon's fiscal policy and economic growth: (Amin, A. A.) 32.496711 AMI/[KE98-194]

Capital flight and external debt in Nigeria: (Ibi Ajayi, S.) 332.04209669 IBI/[KE98-164]

Cat, dog and dove: (Makotsi Maida) 428.6 MAI/[KE98-287]

Celebrating series no. 13. Prayers for religious: (Dale Desmond) [KE98-061]

Celibacy and African culture: (Shorter, A.) 241.66 SHO/[KE98-060]

Certificate agriculture book 1: (Nyanjom, A.) 630.70712 NYA/[KE98-421]

Certificate agriculture book 2: (Nyanjom, A.) 630.712 NYA/[KE98-424]

Certificate biology 1: (Sequeira, L.) 574.0712 SEQ/[KE98-406]

Certificate biology 2: (Sequeira, L.) 574.0712 SEQ/[KE98-407]

Challenge series 2. WOMAN, who are you? a challenge [KE98-132]

Challenge to colonialism: the struggle of Alibhai Mulla Jeevanjee for equal rights in Kenya (Patel, Pat...
Z.)967.6203092  PAT/[KE98-481]
The chameleon pet:(Numam,A.)
428.60713  NUM/[KE98-312]
The church and Aids in Africa:a case
study: Nairobi city (Shorter,A.)
259.40967625  SHO/[KE98-086]
Chantry,A. Vijana watafakari Biblia
248.83  CHA/[KE98-076]
Chantry,A. Vijana watafakari pamoja
biblia 248.83  CHA/[KE98-073]
Chantry,A. Youth sharing the Bible
248.83  CHA/[KE98-074]
Chantry,A. Youth sharing the Bible
248.83  CHA/[KE98-075]
Chater,S. International Center for
Research in Agroforestry annual
report 1997 634.9907  INT/[KE98-
430]
Chebet,K. Jesus' friends:colouring
book 8 232.95  CHE/[KE98-046]
Chege,G. Hifadhi kawi kwa maisha
bora (Mbiti, P.)333.7916  MBI/
[KE98-204]
Chidozie, Emenuga.Taxation of
financial assets and capital market
development in Nigeria(Inanga,
E.L.)336.2012669  INA/[KE98-
208]
Children youth follow-up series 1.
Growing in Christ when young:
(Okoronkwo S.)/[KE98-072]
CHILDERN in the dock: a situation
analysis of the juvenile justice
sytem in Kenya 364.36096762  CHI/
[KE98-254]
Chimerah,R. Mnara wawaka moto!
uhalifu 896.3922  CHI/[KE98-466]
Chimerah,R. Kiswahili: past,present
and future horizons 496.392
CHI/[KE98-320]
Chipeta,C. Monetary harmonisation in
Southern Africa 332.4968  CHI/
[KE98-197]
Chipeta,C. The informal financial
sector and macroeconomic adjust-
ment in Malawi 339.096897  CHI/[KE98-
234]
Chotuma ta mungumi afe mutsanga:
(Stochholm,L.)362.1969192  STO/
[KE98-248]
Christian Learning Materials Centre.
Sunday school lessons for ages 10-
12:upper primary book five
268.432  CHR/[KE98-105]
Christian Learning Materials Centre.
Sunday school lessons for ages 7-9:
lower primary book five 268.432
CHR/[KE98-106]
A CHRISTIAN looks at his stewardship:
248.6  CHR/[KE98-070]
Christian religious education:form
III students' book (Arunga, R.)
268.40712  ARU/[KE98-096]
Christiansson,C. The hand of man:
soil conservation in Kondoa eroded
area,Tanzania(Mbegu,A.;Yragard, A.)
333.73160967  CHR/[KE98-203]
Christie's crisis:(Singhateh,S.)
828.99676203  SIN/[KE98-459]
CHUWO cha sauti:Pokomo book of
vowels 496.395  CHU/[KE98-348]
CLMC Curriculum Development Staff
Team/ Adult bible study discussion
guide on Judges and Ruth(Musiime,
E.)222.307  MUS/[KE98-021]
Cockburn,J. Market structure and
trade policy in developing
countries(Dostie B.;Decaluwe,B.)
380.131724  DOS/[KE98-270]
Colouring book series-Animals
 colouring book 6:(Leah/
[KE98-306]
Comprehensive GHC series.Our
district:standard 3 pupils' book
(Kanjoya J.)/[KE98-472]
Comprehensive GHC series.Our home and
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school: standard 1 pupils' book (Kanjoya,J.)/[KE98-470]

Comprehensive GHC series Our location: standard two pupils' book 2 (Kanjoya, J.)/[KE98-471]


Consensus, conflict and change: a sociological introduction to African societies (Peil, M.) 306.096 PEI/[KE98-134]


Courts of justice in Kenya (Kuloba, R.) 347.016762 KUL/[KE98-242]

Creation colouring book 2: Leah, 428.60713 LEA/[KE98-304]


Crocetta, L. You shall not kill (Menichelli, E.) 241.52 MEN/[KE98-055]


Cummins, B. Kitabu cha mwongozo wa kanisa la kibaptisi 262.1 CUM/ [KE98-088]

Cummins, T. A. Learn guitar: the easy way 787.87071 CUM/[KE98-446]

Cuthbert, V. Three boys and a dog: behind the door 428.60713 CUT/ [KE98-292]

Dale, Desmond. Prayers for religious 242.802 DAL/[KE98-061]

Dar-es-salaam usiku (Mtobwa, B.R.) 896.3923 MTO/[KE98-467]

D'aria, D. You shall not bear false witness: reflection on the eighth commandment 241.52 D'AR/[KE98-054]

D'aria, D. You shall not steal nor covet your neighbour's goods: reflection on the seventh and tenth commandments 241.52 D'AR/[KE98-53]

Davin, D. KCSE gold medal Christian religious education 200.710712 DAV/ [KE98-008]

DEATH sentence: prison conditions in Kenya 365.6 DEA/[KE98-255]

Decaluwe, B. Market structure and trade policy in developing countries: a general equilibrium approach (Dostie, B.; Cockburn, J.) 380.131724 DOS/[KE98-270]

The determinants of fiscal deficit and fiscal adjustment in Cote d'Ivoire: (Oussou Kouassy) 332.096668 OUS/[KE98-165]

Diida, D. Borana vowel book: kitaaba kiiya kaa , e , i , o , u 493.50713 DII/ [KE98-318]

Dok Abiba Ogao. Learning to play the keyboard in praise and worship 786.07 OGA/[KE98-445]

Dolifika, D. R. NEW life: imani ya wabatisti 230.6 NEW/[KE98-037]

Donkor, A. Ghana (Dordunoo, C.) 332.49667 DOR/[KE98-191]

Dordunoo, C. Ghana -monetary targeting and economic development 332.49667 DOR/[KE98-191]
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Dordunoo,C.K. The foreign exchange market and the Dutch auction system in Ghana 332.450966 DOR/[KE98-178]

Dostie,B. Market structure and trade policy in developing countries:a general equilibrium approach 380.131724 DOS/ [KE98-270]

Drabek, A. ECONOMIC policy experience in Africa: what have we learned?(Achi,A.;Wanwe,S.)338.96 ECO/ [KE98-225]

Drama and theatre:communication in development(822.207196762 DRA/ [KE98-453]


E.A.E.P. primary mathematics: teacher's guide book 7(510.713 PRI/[KE98-381]


East African pesticides loci:a regional reference book for technical officers,students,sales personnel farm managers and farmers vol.1(Wanangwe Makokha)668.650967 WAN/[KE98-440]

Ebebe, C.O. Let's go:an invitation to a spiritual journey 253.5 EBE/ [KE98-085]


Ekpenyong,D.B. Small and medium-scale enterprises in Nigeria:their characteristics, problems and sources of finance 338.64209669 EKP/[KE98-222]

Ekpo,A.H. Local government fiscal
operations in Nigeria 332.49669
Ekwensi,C. Burning grass
828.99676203 EKW/[KE98-456]

Elective series. Adult bible study discussion guide on Judges and Ruth:"In those days there was no king in Israel; everyone did what was right in his own eyes"(Museum, E.)/[KE98-021]

Eleo the chameleon:(Nyambura, M.H28.60713 NYA/[KE98-314]

Elhiraika, A.B. Agricultural credit under economic liberalization and Islamization in Sudan 338.010967624 ELH/[KE98-217]

Empirical studies of Nigeria's foreign exchange parallel market 1: price behavior and rate determination (Ayogu,M.) 332.4509669 AYO/[KE98-180]

Empirical studies of Nigeria's foreign exchange parallel market II: speculative efficiency and noisy trading(Ayogu,M.) 332.456209669 AYO/[KE98-190]

Empirical studies of Nigeria's foreign exchange parallel market 3: price behavior and rate determination 3(Kiruthu,Felix)909.0712 KIR/[KE98-482]

Exchange rate policy and economic reform in Ethiopia:Asmerom Kidane, 332.456209623 ASM/[KE98-189]


Exercises for standard one English: Kinyua,R.N.)428.240713 KIN/[KE98-285]

Exercises for standard one mathematics:(Kinyua,R.N.)510.713 KIN/[KE98-379]


Exercises for standard one mathematics:(Kinyua,R.N.)510.713 KIN/[KE98-379]

Empirical studies of Nigeria's foreign exchange parallel market II: speculative efficiency and noisy trading(Ayogu,M.) 332.456209669 AYO/[KE98-190]

Employment issues in sub-Saharan Africa:Vandemoortele,J.)331.1096 VAN/[KE98-160]

Engelmann,R. Small business management 658.022 SMA/[KE98-437]

ENGLISH reader:standard two[428.6 ENG/[KE98-286]

The Ethical dimension of community: the Africa model and the dialogue between North and South(Bujo,B.) 303.372096 BUJ/[KE98-129]

The evolving world: a history and government course for form 3(Kiruthu,Felix)909.0712 KIR/[KE98-482]

Failing the democratic challenge freedom of expression in multi-party Kenya:(Solomon, J. A.) 323.443096762 SOL/[KE98-139]

Faith and reason:encyclical letter fides et ratio of supreme pontiff John Paul II to the bishops of the catholic church on the relationship between faith and reason (Pope John Paul 11)262.91 POP/[KE98-092]

Faith in Sudan No. 5. GATEWAY to the heart of Africa: missionary pioneers in Sudan(Pierli,F.;Ratti,M.T.;Wheeler,A.C.)266.099624 GAT/[KE98-095]

Faith in Sudan No.4. STRUGGLING to be heard: the Christian voice in independent Sudan 1956-1996/ KE98-094]

Fani mbalimbali za Kiswahili 2: 2:(Yahya,S.A.)496.392YAH/[KE98-323]

Societies of Biochemistry
Molecular Biology (FASBMB) (Kiaira, J.K.; Makawiti, D.W.; Ochanda, J.O.)
572.33 FED/[KE98-409]

Female labour supply in Sudan:
(Magland, N.A.) 331.409624 MAG/[KE98-161]

Femi Adekanye. Financial system regulation, deregulation and savings mobilization in Nigeria
(Adedoyin Soyibo) 332.09669 ADE/[KE98-168]

Financial sector reforms and interest rate liberalization: The Kenya experience
(Ngugi, R.W.) 332.109669 NGU/[KE98-195]

Financial system regulation, deregulation and savings mobilization in Nigeria: Adedoyin Soyibo
332.09669 ADE/[KE98-166]

Fine, J.C. A strategy for graduate training in economics for Africans
330.07119 FIN/[KE98-146]

Fiscal adjustment and growth: In and out of Africa (Schmidt, H.K.) 339.52 SCH/[KE98-238]

Fiscal and monetary burden of Tanzania's corporate bodies: the case of public enterprises:
(Moshi, H.P.B.) 332.496768 MOS/[KE98-196]

Fiscal operations, money supply and inflation in Tanzania: Kilido, A. 332.409678 KIL/[KE98-173]

Focus Publications Lena and Dena and ogres of the lost jungle: (Kibera, Ngumi) 362.1969792496392 NGW/[KE98-252]

FOLLOW the master: leader's guide
268.6 FOL/[KE98-122]

Food and beverage sales and service theory: (Mutegi, Kibocha) 642.5 MUT/[KE98-433]

For a happy and stable marriage:
(Karanja, M.) 248.4 KAR/[KE98-063]

FORD, F. My word book 4 428.10713 FOR/[KE98-283]

Foreign and economic performance in Tanzania:
(Nyoni, T.) 338.9109678 NYO/[KE98-224]

Foreign exchange bureaus in the economy Ghana: (Osei, K.A.)
332.450966 OSE/[KE98-179]

The foreign exchange market and the Dutch auction system in Ghana:
(Dordunoo, C.K.) 332.450966 DOR/[KE98-178]

FORIGIN lines: economic research and policy making in sub-Saharan Africa: papers presented at the 1995 policy seminar 330.072096 FOR/[KE98-148]


Foundation series. Adult Bible study: discussion guide on the epistle to Romans (Buconyori, E.) 248.892 KUN/[KE98-079]

Gasseem, M.A. Hostages: the people who kidnapped themselves 967.73052 GAS/[KE98-482]

GATEWAY to the heart of Africa: missionary pioneers in Sudan (Pierli, F.; Ratti, M.T.; Wheeler, A.C.) 266.099624 GAT/[KE98-095]

Gauni la njano: (Ngweya, G.) 362.1969792496392 NGW/[KE98-252]

Gender disparities among the academic staff in Kenya public universities: (Kanake, L.) 305.3071116762 KAN/[KE98-130]

Gender violence and the press: the
St. Kizito story (Leslie, Steeves H.)302.232096762 LES/[KE98-128]

GENERAL directory for Catechesis: 238.203 GEN/[KE98-051]

GENESIS: bible book studies for young adults with leader's guide year 1, quarter 12 YA1-1/2PT 222.11 GEN/ [KE98-018]

Genevesi O. Ogiogio. A statistical analysis of foreign exchange rate behaviour in Nigeria's auction 332.4 50669 GEN/[KE98-177]

Geography forms one and two: teachers' guide 910.712 KEN/ [KE98-477]

Geography history and civic 8: our country Kenya and the World (Okoth, A.)900.713 OKO/ [KE98-476]

Ghana: the burden of debt service payment under structural adjustment (Barfour Osei) 336.36309667 BAR/[KE98-215]

Ghana: monetary targeting and economic development (Dordunoo, C.)1332.49667 DOR/[KE98-191]

Giddens, N. Be filled with the Spirit 231.3 GID/[KE98-040]

Giddens, N. Mjazwe Roho Mtakatifu (Mutalemwa, S.; Yates, B.) 231.3 GID/[KE98-041]

Githinji wa Chege. Word power spelling book 2 428.0713 GIT/[KE98-280]

Githinji wa Chege. Word power spelling: introductory book 428.81 GIT/[KE98-315]


Goat matata: new progressive primary English 428.60713 KEN/[KE98-298]

Gockel, F. Mobilizing domestic resources for capital formation in Ghana (Aryeetey, E.)336.064667 ARY/ [KE98-207]


God, the father of mercy: official catechetical text in preparation for the holy year 2000 (252.02 THE/[KE98-081]

Gordon, I. A guide to looking for a rain god and other short stories from Africa 828.996762074 GOR/[KE98-462]

Gordon, I. Looking for a rain god and other short stories from Africa 808.831096 GOR/[KE98-450]

The gospel on a camel’s back: the story of Andrew Adano Tuye (Mwendwa, J.)282.092 MWE/ [KE98-123]

The governance of Kenyan public universities: Sifuna, D.N.)378.05096762068 SIF/ [KE98-263]

Graduate training in economics for Africans: a joint report (Ibi Ajayi, S.; Pegatienan, H.J.; Mukras M.) 330.7 11096762068 MUK/[KE98-155]

Graduate training in economics in Anglophone Africa (except Nigeria): Mukras, M.S.) 330.711096 MK/[KE98-14 6]

Graduate training in economics in Francophone West and Central Africa: (Pegatienan, H.J.)330.7 110966917541 PEG/[KE98-155]

Graduate training in economics in Nigeria and Ghana: (Ibi Ajayi, S.)330.71109667 AJA/[KE98-158]

Great jubilee of the year 2000 Liturgical Commission, Abba, Father: 211.2 GRE/[KE98-010]

The greedy hyena: new progressive primary English (428.60713 KEN/[KE98-294]
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Green, R. H. Africa to 2000 and beyond (Ndegwa, P.) 330.960905 NDE/ [KE98-157]

Greenacre, N. How to construct a brick VIP latrine: a step by step manual for training public health technicians 628.45 AFR/[KE98-419]


Growing in Christ when young: (Okoronkwo, S.) 248.8 OKO/[KE98-072]

Growth and foreign debt: The Uganda experience (Mbare, B.) 336.34 35096761 MBI/[KE98-213]

A guide to Lake Baringo and Lake Bogoria: (Lewis, M.) 916.76270 LEW/[KE98-478]

A guide to looking for a rain god and other short stories from Africa: Gordon, J. 828.996762074 GOR/[KE98-462]

A guide to looking for a rain god: and other short stories from Africa: Kiay, A. 828.99676203074 KIA/[KE98-461]

A guide to the river and the source (Margaret A. Ogola): (Ossome, B.; Onyango Onyango; Okech-Aoko, R.) 828.996762074 OSS/[KE98-463]

Guidelines to successful secondary education: (Okinda, E.) 371.407.12 OKI/[KE98-261]

HABARI ndzuri kuhusu Jesu kama vyaandikpwa ni Luka-Chindigo: 226.496397 HAB/[KE98-029]


The hand of man: soil conservation in Kondoa eroded area, Tanzania (Christiansson, C.; Mbegu, A.; Yragard, A.) 333.73160967 CHR/[KE98-203]

Health 1 (AIDS) Ndumo ya asena ane a usena wa kurya na kusa: (Kipsisey G.) [KE98-250]

Health 3 (AIDS) Chotuma ta mungumi afe mutsanga: (Stockholm L.)/[KE98-248]

Health no. 2 (Diarrhea) Bootaab moo: (Kipsisey G.) [KE98-415]

Hifadhi kawi kwa maisha bora: kawi inayotokana na mimea na wanyama (Mbiti, P.) 333.7916 MBI/[KE98-204]


Hoffman, J. Linking economic research and policy-making: the role of AERC 330.07206 HOF/[KE98-149]

The holy spirit: reflections for committed Christians (BURRE, J.) 231.3 BUR/[KE98-039]

Hong, J. O. Simplified 'O' level practical chemistry 540.712 HON/[KE98-405]

Honour your father and your mother: reflections on the fourth commandment (Tammi, P.) 241.52 TAM/[KE98-056]

Hostages: the people who kidnapped themselves (Gassem, M. A.) 967.73052 GAS/[KE98-482]

How pig got his snout: Ng'ome, J.) 428.60713 NGO/[KE98-309]
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How to toe a top achiever in education: (Warutere, C.M.) 371.264
WAR/[KE98-259]

How to be an African lady: (Uche, Onyebadi) 808.7096 UCH/[KE98-448]

How to construct a brick VIP latrine: a step by step manual for training public health technicians (628.45
AFR/[KE98-419]

How to find and evaluate a business opportunity: a guide for those contemplating starting an own business (Bwisa, H.M.) 650.1 BWI/
[KE98-435]

Howard, M.E. Vijana watafakari Biblia (Chantry, A.) 248.83 CHA/[KE98-076]

Howard, M.E. Youth sharing the Bible (Chantry, A.) 248.83 CHA/[KE98-075]

Howard, M.E. Vijana watafakari pamoja biblia (Chantry, A.) 248.83 CHA/[KE98-073]

Howard, M.E. Youth sharing the Bible (Chantry, A.) 248.83 CHA/[KE98-074]

Human capacity building of professionals in sub-Saharan Africa: a case study of economists in Ethiopia (Befekadu, D.) 330.0920963 BEF/[KE98-150]

Hyuha M. Scope structure and policy implications of informal financial markets in Tanzania (Ndashau, M.O.; Kipokolab, J. P.) 332.1230967 HYU/[KE98-169]

"I am pregnant: what shall I do?" (Wachira, R.N.) 612.63 WAC/[KE98-414]

I am the Lord your God you shall not have strange gods before me: reflections on the first commandment. (Anfossi, J.) 241.52 ANF/[KE98-052]

Ibada ya jumapili kwa kusanyiko la waumini: imeidhinishwa itumike katika majimbo katoliki ya Kenya 262.933096762 IBA/[KE98-093]

Ibi Ajayi, S. Capital flight and external debt in Nigeria 332.04209669 IBI/[KE98-164]

Ibi Ajayi, S. Graduate training in economics for Africans: a joint report 330.711096 IBI/[KE98-155]

Ibi Ajayi, S. Graduate training in economics in Nigeria and Ghana 330.71109667 AJA/[KE98-158]


IBUKU rieru ria mukurinu: okokio ni ria Gikuyu 220 IBU/[KE98-012]


In the name of the Lord Jesus everything you do or say then, should be done in the name of the Lord Jesus..." Colossians 3:7: Stewart, M.J.) 220.07 STE/[KE98-013]

Inanga, E.L. Taxation of financial assets and capital market development in Nigeria 336.2012669 INA/[KE98-208]

Indices of effective exchange rates: a comparative study of Ethiopia, Kenya and The Sudan (Asmerom Kidane) 332.45609724 ASM/[KE98-188]

Indigenous Tree Training series Baobab: adansonia digitata (Arum G.) [KE98-410]

INDUSTRIAL trade directory incorporating classified trade, general index and professionals: 380.1025 IND/[KE98-264]

Inflationary trends and control in Ghana (Sowa, N.K.) 332.4109667 SOW/[KE98-175]

INFOBANK of gender and gender-related
Institutions in Kenya: 305.4 096762 [INF/[KE98-131]

The informal financial sector and macroeconomic adjustment in Malawi: (Chipeta,C)339.096897CHI/[KE98-234]

Information for sustainable development in the 21st century: proceedings of the 13th SCECSAL (Nganga J.)025.096 STA/[KE-003]

Institute for Education in Democracy. Political party organization and management in Kenya: an audit 324.2097662068 INS/[KE98-142]

Institute for Education in Democracy. Understanding elections in Kenya: a constituency profile approach 324.63096762 INS/[KE98-141]

Institute of Policy Analysis and Research. Towards indigenising the policy debate: from sessional paper No.10 to structural adjustment 338.96762 INS/[KE98-230]
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Mugabe, J. Managing Biodiversity: national systems of conservation and innovation in Africa 333.72 MAN/[KE98-202]


Mukras, M. S. Graduate training in economics in Anglophone Africa (except Nigeria) 330.0711096 MLK/[KE98-14 6]

Mukras, M. Graduate training in economics for Africans: a joint report (ibi Ajayi, S. Pegatienan, H. J.) 330.711096 1BI/[KE98-155]

Mukras, M. S. The state of graduate training in economics in Eastern and Southern Africa 330.711096 MLK/[KE98-154]

Mulamula, A. W. Christian religious education (Aruna, R.) 268.40712 ARU/[KE98-096]

Munene, F. J. N. K. C. P. E. Science preparatory course (stds 6, 7, 8) (Muchiri) 500.713 MUC/[KE98-367]

Munene, F. J. N. Primary science methods (P. S. M). General methodology 500.713 MUN/[KE98-368]


Mungu atuonyesha njia: vijana tujiunze biblia (mwalamu) mwaka wa pili kitabu cha pili (268. 433 MUN/[KE98-115]

Munzer, B. Reach out and touch: when my daughters died... 248.5 MUN/[KE98-069]

Muriithi, S. The secret of passing exams 371.394 MUR/[KE98-260]

Musee, M. A guide to looking for a rain god (Kiai, A.) 828.9967 620307 4 KIA/[KE98-461]

Mushier, K. C. P. E. Science preparatory course (stds 6, 7, 8): revision tests and answers 500.713 MUC/[KE98-367]

Music foundation for std. 5: (Mbugua, D. M.) 780.713 MBU/[KE98-444]

Musiname, E. Adult bible study discussion guide on Judges and Ruth: "In those days there was no king in Israel; everyone did what was right in his own eyes" 222.307 MUS/[KE98-021]

Musonda, F. M. Tanzania's trade with PTA countries: a special emphasis on non-traditional products 382.909678 MUS/[KE98-275]

Musonda, F. Intra-industry trade
between members of PTA/COMESA regional trading arrangement 337.16 MUS/[KE98-216]

Musyoka, V. A study guide to the river and the source (Roche, M.) 828.996762074 ROC/[KE98-464]

Mutalemwa, S. Be filled with the Spirit (Giddens, N.) 231.3 GID/[KE98-040]

Mutalemwa, S. Mjazwe Roho Mtakatifu (Giddens, N.; Yates, B.) 231.3 GID/[KE98-041]

Mutalemwa, S. B. Mjazwe Roho Mtakatifu (Giddens, N.) 231.3 GID/[KE98-041]

Mutegi, Kibocha. Food and beverage sales and service theory 642.5 MUT/[KE98-433]

Mutoro, P. K.C.P.E. mathematics (Ngure, J.) 510.0760713 NGU/[KE98-376]

Muya, E. W. A report on NGO information needs assessment carried out in the Pacific/Africa/Asia/Latin America between September 1989-June 1990 (Macharia, D.) 020.723 MAC/[KE98-002]

Mwangi, E. ORIENTATIONS of drama, theatre and culture: cultural identity and community development (Opiyo, M.; Odhiambo, C.) 792.096 ORI/[KE98-447]

Mwangi, N. Real interest rates and the mobilization of private savings in Africa: a case study of Kenya (Mwea, F.M.; Ngola, S.M.) 332.6320672 MWE/[KE98-200]

Mwangolo, H.R. Kusoma chiduruma na t’adize: (Ndurya, R.M.; Mwendwa S.M.) 496.397 NDU/[KE98-358]

Mwangozo wa Amezidi: tamthilia ya Said Ahmed Mohammed (Amina, Mlacha Vuzo) 496.3928 AMI/[KE98-344]

Mwangozo wa mashetani: Kanguh, W.N.) 496.392074 KAN/[KE98-338]

Mwangozo wa nguzo za kiswahili 4: (King’ala, Yusuf M.) 1496.392074 KIN/[KE98-339]

Mwangozo wa siku njema: King’ei Kitula, 896.392074 KIN/[KE98-469]

Mwongozo wa siku njema: [Kimani, N.] 896.392074 KIM/[KE98-468]

Mwongozo wa visiki: tamthilia ya Khaemba Ongeti (Syambo, B.) 496.3928 SYA/[KE98-345]


My family colouring book 1: (Leah) 428.60713 LEA/[KE98-303]

My family colouring book 3: (Leah) 428.60713 LEA/[KE98-307]

My first book of birds: (Ofori, M.A.) 598.0713 OFO/[KE98-411]

My first book of mammals: (Ofori,
M.A.) 599.0713 OFO/[KE98-413]
My school colouring book 5: Leah, 428.60713 LEA/[KE98-305]
My word book 4: (FORD, F.) 428.10713 FOR/[KE98-283]
National legal frameworks in domesticating education as a human right in Kenya: where to begin (Abagi Okwachi) 370.096762 ORK/[KE98-256]
Nato, A. A review of recent developments in the second economy in Tanzania (Bagachwa, M.S.D.) 330.9678 BAG/[KE98-159]
Ndashau, M.O. Scope structure and policy implications of informal financial markets in Tanzania (Hyuha, M.; Kipokolab, J.P.) 332.12309678 HYU/[KE98-169]
Ndebbio, J.E.U. Local government fiscal operations in Nigeria (Ekpo, A.H.) 332.49669 EKP/[KE98-192]
Ndegwa, P. Africa to 2000 and beyond: imperative political and economic agenda 330.960905 NDE/[KE98-157]
Ndele, S.M. The effects of non-bank financial intermediaries on demand for money in Kenya 332.3096762 NDE/[KE98-172]
Ndiema, C.W.K. Calculations in engineering thermodynamics part I 621.4021 NDI/[KE98-418]
Ndoa na iheshimiwe: Kupaza, J.) 248.4 KUP/ [KE98-064]
Ndumo ya asena ane a usena wa kurya na kusa: Kipsisey, G.) 362.1969792 STO/[KE98-250]
Ndurya, R.M. Kusoma chiduruma na t'adize 496.397 NDU/[KE98-358]
Ndzo dhome hushone: chuo cha kwandza(496.395 NDZ/[KE98-353]
Ndzo dhome hushone: chuwu cha hahu(496.395 NDZ/[KE98-352]
Ndzo dhome hushone kuthala Kigiryama: 513.21109639 NDZ/[KE98-397]
Neighbours, R. Nifuate: tafsiri ya Kiswahili 248.4 NEI/[KE98-066]
Never say die: the chronicle of a political prisoner (Wanyiri, K.) 828.99676203 WAN/[KE98-460]
New life: imani ya wabatisti 230.6 NEW/[KE98-037]
Ngila Mwase. Economic liberalization and privatization of agricultural marketing and input supply in Tanzania: a case study of cashewnuts 634.57309678 NGI/[KE98-428]
Ngola Mwangi, S.M. N. Real interest rates and the mobilization of private savings in Africa (Mwega, F.M.) 332.63232096762 MWE/[KE98-200]
Ngola, S. M. Real interest rates and the mobilization of private savings in Africa: a case study of Kenya (Mwega, F.M.; Mwangi, N.) 332.63232096762 MWE/[KE98-200]
Ng'ome, J. How pig got his snout 428.60713 NG'O/[KE98-309]
Ngubah, J.K. The love birds 828.99676203 NGU/[KE98-457]
Ngugi, G. Let's learn mathematics: standard one teachers' guide 510.713074 LET/[KE98-396]
Ngugi, R.W. Financial sector reforms
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>and interest rate liberalization: The Kenya experience</td>
<td>Ngure, J.</td>
<td>332.496762</td>
<td>NGU/[KE98-195]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ngure, J. K.C.P.E mathematics</td>
<td></td>
<td>510.0760713</td>
<td>NGU/[KE98-376]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ngweya, G. Gauni la njano</td>
<td></td>
<td>362.1969792496392</td>
<td>NGW/[KE98-252]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Njua, P. Kenya's death and funeral programmes</td>
<td></td>
<td>361.1096762</td>
<td>NJA/[KE98-244]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Njenga, J. Science in action (Berluti, A.)</td>
<td></td>
<td>500.713</td>
<td>BER/[KE98-362]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Njeru, M. E. Worked examples and practice questions: chemistry volume I forms I and II</td>
<td></td>
<td>540.0712076</td>
<td>OTI/[KE98-4-04]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Nile's embrace: (Amo, Del Montserrat)</td>
<td></td>
<td>828.99676203</td>
<td>AMO/[KE98-455]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ni wakati wa kudzifundza kusoma Chidigo: chitabu cha mwanzo</td>
<td></td>
<td>496.397</td>
<td>NIW/[KE98-359]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Nigerian economic response of agriculture to adjustment policies</td>
<td></td>
<td>332.109669</td>
<td>ADE/[KE98-168]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Njuguna, S. Price and exchange rate dynamics in Kenya: an empirical investigation</td>
<td></td>
<td>338.96762</td>
<td>NJU/[KE98-221]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Nigerian foreign exchange market: possibilities for convergence in exchange rates</td>
<td></td>
<td>330.9669</td>
<td>KWA/[KE98-183]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Njenga, J. Science in action (Berluti, A.)</td>
<td></td>
<td>500.713</td>
<td>BER/[KE98-362]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Njuguna, Ng'ethe. Towards indigenising the policy debate: from sessional paper No.10 to structural adjustment</td>
<td></td>
<td>338.96762</td>
<td>INS/[KE98-230]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Nigerian economy: response of agriculture to adjustment policies</td>
<td></td>
<td>332.109669</td>
<td>ADE/[KE98-168]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Njuguna, S. Price and exchange rate dynamics in Kenya: an empirical investigation</td>
<td></td>
<td>338.96762</td>
<td>NJU/[KE98-221]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Nigerian foreign exchange market: possibilities for convergence in exchange rates</td>
<td></td>
<td>330.9669</td>
<td>KWA/[KE98-183]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Nigerian economy: response of agriculture to adjustment policies</td>
<td></td>
<td>332.109669</td>
<td>ADE/[KE98-168]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noor, A. M. Learning to read, write, spell</td>
<td></td>
<td>428.60713</td>
<td>NOO/[KE98-311]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Nigerian economy: response of agriculture to adjustment policies</td>
<td></td>
<td>332.109669</td>
<td>ADE/[KE98-168]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noor, A. M. The alphabet, letter sounds</td>
<td></td>
<td>428.60713</td>
<td>NOO/[KE98-311]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Nigerian economy: response of agriculture to adjustment policies</td>
<td></td>
<td>332.109669</td>
<td>ADE/[KE98-168]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Njuguna, Ng'ethe. Towards indigenising the policy debate: from sessional paper No.10 to structural adjustment</td>
<td></td>
<td>338.96762</td>
<td>INS/[KE98-230]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Nigerian foreign exchange market: possibilities for convergence in exchange rates</td>
<td></td>
<td>330.9669</td>
<td>KWA/[KE98-183]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Nigerian economy: response of agriculture to adjustment policies</td>
<td></td>
<td>332.109669</td>
<td>ADE/[KE98-168]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Njuguna, Ng'ethe. Towards indigenising the policy debate: from sessional paper No.10 to structural adjustment</td>
<td></td>
<td>338.96762</td>
<td>INS/[KE98-230]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Nigerian foreign exchange market: possibilities for convergence in exchange rates</td>
<td></td>
<td>330.9669</td>
<td>KWA/[KE98-183]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Nigerian economy: response of agriculture to adjustment policies</td>
<td></td>
<td>332.109669</td>
<td>ADE/[KE98-168]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Nigerian economy: response of agriculture to adjustment policies</td>
<td></td>
<td>332.109669</td>
<td>ADE/[KE98-168]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Nigerian economy: response of agriculture to adjustment policies</td>
<td></td>
<td>332.109669</td>
<td>ADE/[KE98-168]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Kenya: reforms, research gaps and options 338.186762 NYA/[KE98-220]

Nyanjom, A. Certificate agriculture book 2 630.712 NYA/[KE98-424]

Nyanjom, A. Certificate agriculture book 1 630.70712 NYA/[KE98-421]


Nyoni, T. Foreign and economic performance in Tanzania 338.9109678 NYO/[KE98-224]

Nzioki, S. The alphabet and mathematics: mathematics is fun enjoy it 510.713 NZI/[KE98-380]

Obel, M. Resilient manhood dynamism: the basic of a rapid take-off 128 OBE/[KE98-006]

Obel-Lawson, E. Baobab: adansonia digitata (Arum, G.) 583.68 ARU/[KE98-410]


Ochieng'-Moya, L.A. Geography, history and civic 8 (Okoth, A.) 900.713 OKO/[KE98-476]

Odhiambo, C. Orientations of drama, theatre and culture: cultural identity and community development (Opioyo, M.; Mwangi, E.) 792.096 ORI/[KE98-447]

Odie, C.O. Secondary Biology (Kinyua, S.) 570.712 KIN/[KE98-407]

Oduro, A.D. Trade payments, liberalisation and economic performance in Ghana (Jebuni, C. D.; TutU, K.A.) 382.3 JED/[KE98-273]


Ofori, M.A. My first book of mammals 599.0713 OFO/[KE98-413]

Ofori, M.A. My first book of birds 598.0713 OFO/[KE98-411]

Ogola, M.A. Educating in human love 649.65 OGO/[KE98-434]

Ogula, P. Our district (Kanjoyja, J.K.) 900.713 KAN/[KE98-472]

Ogula, P. Our location (Kanjoyja, J.K.) 900.713 KAN/[KE98-471]


Ogwumike, F.O. Mobilising domestic resources for economic development in Nigeria : the role of the capital market 332.632209669 OGW/[KE98-199]


Ojwang', A. Science matters: a
science course for primary schools pupils book 7 500.713 OJW/[KE98-372]

Ojwang', A. Science matters: a science course for primary schools pupils book 8 500.713 OJW/[KE98-371]

Ojwang', A. Science matters: a science course for primary schools pupil's book 5 500.713 OJW/[KE98-369]

Okech-Aoko, R. A guide to the river and the source (Margaret A. Ogola) : (Ossome, B.-Onyango Onyango) 828.996762074 OSS/[KE98-463]

Okello, F.O. Basic statistics and cartographic techniques in geography 526.0712 OKE/[KE98-398]


Okello, L.O. Top score! 2: teacher's book 510.0713 OKE/[KE98-386]

Okello, L.O. Top score! 3 510.713 OKE/ [KE98-381]

Okello, L.O. Top score! 4 510.713 OKE/ [KE98-382]

Okello, L.O. Top score! 4 teacher's book 510.713074 OKE/[KE98-387]


Okello, L.O. Top score! 5 510.713 OKE/ [KE98-383]


Okello, L.O. Top score! 6 510.713 OKE/ [KE98-384]

Okello, L.O. Top score! 7 510.713 OKE/ [KE98-385]

Okello, L.O. Top score! 7 teacher's book 510.713074 OKE/[KE98-390]

Okinda, E. A simplified introduction to oral literature and poetry 398.2097662 OKI/ [KE98-277]


Okinda, E. Guidelines to successful secondary education 371.40712 OKI/ [KE98-261]

Okore Olieowo. Lugha ya ushairi 896.3921008 OKO/[KE98-465]

Okoronkwo, S. Growing in Christ when young 248.8 OKO/[KE98-072]


Okoth, A. Geography History and Civic 8 : our country Kenya and the World 900.713 OKO/[KE98-476]

Okumbe, J. A. Educational management: theory and practice 371.2 OKU/[KE98-257]


Oliphint, P. Mwanzo: mtu anajaribu kujijulisha: masomo ya biblia kwa wazima 222.1107 OLI/ [KE98-020]


Oluoch, C. Creation colouring book 2
(Leah)428.60713 LEA/[KE98-304]

Olwoch, C. My family colouring book 3
(Leah)428.60713 LEA/[KE98-307]


Ombisa, O. Let's learn English (Maina, N.; Ongonga, A. E.) 428.074 MAI/[KE98-282]

Omolde, D. A. Mobilizing domestic resources for economic development in Nigeria (Ogwumike, F. O.) 332.63209669 OGW/[KE98-199]

Ongonga, A. E. Let's learn English: teacher's guide 3 (Maina, N.; Ombisa, O.) 428.074 MAI/[KE98-282]

Ogula, P. Our home and school (Kanjoya, J.) 900.713 KAN/[KE98-470]

Onunga, J. The internet 004.678 ONU/[KE98-001]

Onyancha, E. The church and AIDS in Africa (Shorter, A.) 259.4096725 SHO/[KE98-086]

Onyango Onyango. A guide to the river and the source (Margaret A. Ogola, Ossome, B.; Okech-Aoko) 828.996762074 OSS/[KE98-463]

Opiyo, M. Orientations of drama, theatre and culture: cultural identity and community development (Mwangi, E.; Odhiambo, C.) 792.096 ORI/[KE98-447]

Opiyo Mumma. Lyrical choreography: the cultural lyric dance: an art form of drama/theatre education (Kiruja, K.) 822.2071296762 KIR/[KE98-452]

Orahm B.O. Potentials for diversifying Nigeria's non-oil exports to non-traditional markets (Osuntogun, A.; Edordu C.C.) 382.609669 OSU/[KE98-274]


Oriata, W. K.C.S.E. agriculture theory (Akogo, N.) 630.7076 AKU/[KE98-423]

Orientations of drama, theatre and culture: cultural identity and community development (Opiyo, M.; Mwangi, E; Odhiambo, C.) 792.096 ORI/[KE98-447]

The original Kijabe Cookbook 641.5916727 ORI/[KE98-432]

Osei, K. A. Foreign exchange bureaus in the economy Ghana 332.4509667 OSE/[KE98-179]

Osoro, N. E. Tax reforms in Tanzania motivations directions and implications 336.20509678 OSO/[KE98-211]

Osoro, N. E. Revenue productivity implication of tax reform in Tanzania 336.20509669 OSO/[KE98-210]

Ossome, B. A guide to the river and the source (Margaret A. Ogola) 828.996762074 OSS/[KE98-463]

Osuntogun, A. Potentials for diversifying Nigeria's non-oil exports to non-traditional markets (Edordu C.C.; Orahm, B.O.) 382.609669 OSU/[KE98-274]

Otieno, A. Peak revision: K.C.P.E. agriculture (Wekesa, J.) 630.70713 WEK/[KE98-422]

Otieno, J. K.C.S.E. physics/physical science (physics) vol. II for forms I-IV: your revision made easy 530.712 OTI/[KE98-399]

Our district: standard 3 pupils' book
(Kanjoy, J.) 900.713 KAN/[KE98-472]

Our father your will be done: the gospel of Matthew with a catechesis on penance (226.2 OUR/[KE98-025]

Our home and school: standard 1 pupils' book (Kanjoy, J.) 900.713 KAN/[KE98-470]

Our location: standard two pupils' book 2 (Kanjoy, J.) 900.713 KAN/[KE98-471]

Ousou Kouassy. The determinants of fiscal deficit and fiscal adjustment in Cote d'Ivoire 332.096668 OUS/[KE98-165]

Owiro, M.O. A simplified guide on management skills for school heads 371.2 OWI/[KE98-258]

Owiro, M.O. A simplified guide on time management in school for students' success 371.42 OWI/[KE98-262]

Owuor, W.O. Guidelines to successful secondary education (Okinda, E.) 371.40712 OKI/[KE98-261]

Owuor, A.O. K.C.S.E commerce: questions and answers 380.10712 OWU/[KE98-266]


Oyeneye Olatunj. Consensus, conflict and change (Peil, M.) 306.096 FEI/[KE98-134]

The pastoral-missionary commission of the central committee for the great jubilee of the year 2000. The spirit is Lord and gives life: 253.53 PAS/[KE98-084]


Paulo mjumbe wa mungu vijana tujifunze biblia (mwalimu): mwaka wa kwanza kitabu cha tatu 227.0713 PAU/[KE98-033]

Pavement Guidance Counseling series. A simplified guide on time management in school for students' success: (Owiro, M.O.)/[KE98-262]

Peak Library. Never say die: the chronicle of a political prisoner (Wanyiri, K.) [KE98-460]

Peak Revision Course K.C.P.E mathematics: (Ngure, J.) [KE98-376]

Peak revision course Peak revision K.C.P.E business education: (Njoroge, J.) [KE98-268]

Peak Revision Course Peak revision: KCPE agriculture (Wekesa, J.) [KE98-422]


Peak revision P.L.E English: (Isagara, M.) 428.240713 ISA/[KE98-284]

Peak revision K.C.P.E GHC (Makumba, P.) 900.713 MAK/[KE98-475]

Peak revision K.C.P.E agriculture (Wekesa, J.) 630.70713 WEK/[KE98-422]

Pearce, B. Studies in Matthew: bible lessons for adults 226.207 PEA/[KE98-026]

Pegatienan, H.J. Graduate training in
economics in Francophone West and Central Africa 330.7110960917541
PEG/[KE98-155]

Pegatienan, H. J. Graduate training in economics for Africans (Ibi Ajayi, S.; Mukras, M.) 330.711096
IBI/[KE98-155]

Peil, M. Consensus, conflict and change: a sociological introduction to African societies 306.096
PEI/[KE98-134]

'Pendo la Heba na hadithi nyingine: 808.83301 PEN/[KE98-451]

Phiri, C. L. Agroforestry extension manual for Eastern Zambia (Simute, S. Tengnas, B.) 634.9906894 SIM/
[KE98-429]

Phiri, J. M. Mkataliki? una wazimu 261.207 PHI/[KE98-087]

Pierli, F. Gateway to the heart of Africa: missionary pioneers in Sudan (Ratti, M. T.; Wheeler, A. C.) 266.099624 GAT/[KE98-095]

Poets of Africa 12. Make it sing and other poems: (Macgoye M.) /[KE98-454]

Policy consistency and inflation in Ghana: Sowa, N. K.) 332.4109667 SOW/[KE98-176]

Political party organization and management in Kenya: an audit( 324.2097662068 INS/[KE98-142]

Pope John Paul II. Faith and reason: encyclical letter fides et ratio of supreme pontiff John Paul II to the bishops of the catholic church on the relationship between faith and reason 262.91 POP/[KE98-092]

Pope John Paul II. Journeying towards the third millenium 252.6 JOH/[KE98-082]

Potentials for diversifying Nigeria's non-oil exports to non-traditional markets: (Osuntogun, A.; Edordu, C. C.; Oramah, B. O.) 382.609669 OSU/[KE98-274]

Prayers for religious: (Dale, Desmond) 242.802 DAL/[KE98-061]

Preparation for the sacrament of marriage: 248.4 PRE/[KE98-067]

Preparing for marriage: what a catholic should know (BURKE, J.) 248.4 BUR/[KE98-062]

Pre-School Books. The alphabet and mathematics: mathematics is fun enjoy it (Nzioki S.) /[KE98-380]


Priests and laity: instruction on certain questions regarding the collaboration of the non-ordained faithful in the sacred ministry of the priest 262.1 PRI/[KE98-089]


Primary GHC: a combined course pupils book for standard 6 900.713 KEN/[KE98-474]

Primary GHC: a combined course pupils book for standard 7 900.713 KEN/[KE98-473]

Primary GHC: a combined course pupils book for standard 8 900.713 KEN/[KE98-480]


Primary Mathematics Teachers Group.


Primary science for standard four: teachers' guide 500.713074 KEN/ [KE98-373]

Primary Science Methods series. Primary science methods(P.S.M.)1: general methodology(Munene, F.J.N.)/ [KE98-368]

Primary science pupils' book for standard four:500.713 KEN/[KE98-364]

Primary science pupils' book for standard three:500.713 KEN/[KE98-365]

Primary science pupils' book for standard two:500.713 KEN/[KE98-366]

Proceedings of the first meeting of the Federation of African Societies of Biochemistry Molecular Biology (FASBMB) 572.33 FED/[KE98-409]

Proceedings of the conference held at the National Museums of Kenya on Conservation of Biodiversity in Africa Local Initiatives and Institutional Roles(Bennun,A.; Aman,R.; Critter,A.) 333.9516 COM/[KE98-205]


Profiles and determinants of Nigeria's balance of payments: the current account component 1950-88(Umo,J.)382.1709669 UMO/[KE98-272]

PROTECTING refugee rights in Kenya: 362.87096762 PRO/[KE98-253]

Public health care pricing practices: the question of fee adjustments (Wasunna Owino)362.1 WAS/ [KE98-245]

Quality of macroeconomic data on Africa:Nigeria as a case study (Ademola Ariyo)339.09669 ADE/ [KE98-233]

Ratti, M.T. Gateway to the heart of Africa:missionary pioneers in Sudan(Pierli, F.; Wheeler,A.C.) 266.099624 GAT/[KE98-095]

Raychard,J. Zamani za kare...: 398.20496392 MRA/[KE98-276]

Reach out and touch:when my daughters died...(Munzer, B.)248.5 MUN/ [KE98-069]

Reading scheme la. Seven little chicks: New progressive primary English/[KE98-299]

Reading scheme 2c. Sorry mother: new progressive primary English/ [KE98-295]

Reading scheme series. The muddy muddy wedding:new progressive primary English 3d/ [KE98-281]

Reading scheme lb. The greedy hyena: new progressive primary English/ [KE98-294]

Reading scheme lc. Manga goes to school:new progressive primary English/[KE98-297]

Reading scheme ld. Goat matata: new progressive primary English/ [KE98-298]

Reading scheme 2a. The big big town: new progressive primary English/ [KE98-299]

Reading scheme 3a. Stars in the air: new progressive primary English/ [KE98-300]

Reading scheme 3b. Matano and makumi: new progressive primary English/ [KE98-296]

The real exchange rate and Ghana's
agricultural exports:(Yerfi Fosu, K.)332.45609667 YER/[KE98-182]


Real interest rates and the mobilisation of private savings in Africa: a case study of Kenya(Mwega,F.M.;Ngola,S.M.; Mwangi,N.)332.63232096762 MWE/[KE98-200]

Rebecca. Animals colouring book 6 (Leah)428.60713 LEA/[KE98-306]

Rebecca. Creation colouring book 2 (Leah) 428.60713 LEA/[KE98-304]

Rebecca. My family colouring book 3 (Leah) 428.60713 LEA/[KE98-307]

Rebecca. My school colouring book 5 (Leah)428.60713 LEA/[KE98-305]

Recent developments in econometric methods: an application to the demand for money in Kenya(Adam, C.S.)330.015195096762 ADA/[KE98-143]

Reflections on the commandment You shall not bear false witness: reflection on the eighth commandment(D'aria, D.)/[KE98-054]

Reflections on the commandments I am the Lord your God you shall not have strange gods before me: reflections on the first commandment(Anfossi,J.)/[KE98-052]

Reflections on the commandments You shall not steal nor covet your neighbour's goods: reflection on the seventh and tenth commandments (D'aria, D.)/ [KE98-053]

Reflections on the commandments You shall not take the Lord's name in vain: reflection on the second commandment(Tammy P.)/[KE98-057]

Honour your father and your mother: reflections on the fourth commandment(Tammi, P.)/ [KE98-056]

Reflections on the commandments You shall not kill: reflections on the fifth commandment(Menichelli, E.)/ [KE98-055]


The relationship between the formal and informal sectors of the financial market in Ghana: (Aryeetey,E.)332.109667 ARY/ [KE98-167]

RELIGION formation in international communities:212.6 REL/[KE98-011]


Remember to keep holy the Lord's day: reflections on the third commandment (Villata, J.)241.52 VIL/[KE98-058]

Report on IPAR's annual conference on Strategic development paths for Kenya in the 21st century (Okello, J.J.)338.9676206 STR/[KE98-231]


A report on NGO information needs assessment carried out in the Pacific/Africa/Asia/Latin America between September 1989-June 1990: Macharia,D.) 020.723MAC/[KE98-200]

Research paper no.48. The transmission of savings to investment in Nigeria: (Adedoyin Soyibo)/[KE98-198]
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Resilient manhood dynamism: the basic of a rapid take-off</td>
<td>Obel, M.</td>
<td>KE93-006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Revenue productivity implication of tax reform in Tanzania</td>
<td>Osoro, N.E.</td>
<td>KE93-210</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REVERSED dreams and other stories:</td>
<td></td>
<td>KE93-458</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A review of recent developments in the second economy in Tanzania</td>
<td>Bagachwa, M.S.D.</td>
<td>KE93-159</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roche, M. A study guide to the river and the source</td>
<td></td>
<td>KE93-464</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roe, A.R. Internal debt management in Africa</td>
<td></td>
<td>KE93-214</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROHO Mtakatifu na wokovu: toleo fupi na tafsiri ya kitabu&quot;Your spirit, Lord, fills the earth&quot;, by the Theological-Historical Commission for the Great Jubilee of the Year 2000: 253.53 ROH/ KE93-085</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The role of exchange rate and monetary policy in the monetary approach to the balance of payments: evidence from Malawi (Silumbu, E.B.D.)332.456096897 SIL/ KE93-187</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The role of networking in policy development and advocacy process: lessons learned: 362.1969792 KEN/ KE93-249</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RSU report no.12. The hand of man: soil conservation in Kenya eroded area, Tanzania (Christiansson C.)</td>
<td></td>
<td>KE93-203</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Rwanda genocide and the call to deepen Christianity in Africa:</td>
<td>Aguilar, M.I.</td>
<td>KE93-059</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Said, A.M. Kamusi ya visawe</td>
<td></td>
<td>KE93-325</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The savings-investment process in Nigeria: an empirical study of the supply side(Adedoyin Soyibo)</td>
<td></td>
<td>KE98-163</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scales, J. Biblia na kukua kwa mkristo: masomo ya biblia kwa wazima (Senter, P.)248.84 SEN/ KE98-078</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scales, J. Follow the master: leader’s guide 268.6 FOL/KE98-122</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scales, J. Kuukabili wakati ujao na tumaini (mwaliimu): masomo ya biblia kwa wazima 268.434 SCA/ KE98-119</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scales, J. Mwanzo:mtu anajaribL kujijulisha(mwaliimu): masomo ya biblia kwa wazima 222.01107 SCA/ KE98-017</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scales, J. Mwanzo:mtu anajaribu kujijulisha : masomo ya biblia kwa wazima (Oliphint, P.)222.1107 OLI/ KE98-020</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scales, J. The bible and Christian growth:bible lessons for adults (Senter, P.)268.434 SEN/ KE98-120</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scales, J. Studies in Matthew: bible lessons for adults (Pearce, B)226.207 PEA/KE98-026</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scales, J. Mafundisho ya imani na ujasiri (mwaliimu): masomo ya bibilia kwa wa wazima 234.20715 SCA/KE98-050</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schmidt, H.K. Fiscal adjustment and growth : In and out of Africa 339.52 SCH/KE98-238</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Science in action: pupils’ book 4(Berluti,A.)500.713 BER/ KE98-362</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Science matters:a science course for</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Science matters: a science course for primary schools pupil's book
6(Ojwang', A.; Karonji, R.; K'Opiyo, F.) 500.713 OJW/[KE98-372]

Science matters: a science course for primary schools pupils book 7

Science matters: a science course for primary schools pupils book 8

Scope structure and policy implications of informal financial markets in Tanzania:
(Hyuha M.; Ndashau, M.O.; Kipokolab, J. P.) 332.12309678 HYU/[KE98-169]

Scopus 598.0723676 SCO/[KE98-412]


Secondary Biology: a practical approach (Kinyua, S.) 570.712 KIN/[KE98-407]

The secret of passing exams:
(Muriithi, S.) 371.394 MUR/[KE98-260]

Senter, P. The bible and Christian growth: bible lessons for adults
268.434 SEN/[KE98-120]

Senter, P. Biblia na kukuza kwa mkrisko:
masomo ya biblia watu wazima
248.84 SEN/[KE98-077]

Senter, P. Biblia na kukuza kwa mkristo:
masomo ya biblia kwa wazima
248.84 SEN/[KE98-078]

Sequeira, L. Certificate biology 1
574.0712 SEQ/[KE98-406]

Sequira, L. Certificate biology 2
574.0712 SEQ/[KE98-407]

Seven little chicks: New progressive primary English (428.60713 KEN/
[KE98-299]

Shake, R. Kisa cha sungura na tumbili
496.392 SHA/[KE98-322]

Shepherd, J. Top score! 8 teachers' book
510.713 SHE/[KE98-394]

Shepherd, J. Top score! 8 510.713 SHE/[KE98-393]

Shorter, A. Africa Christian marriage
(Kisembo, B.; Magesa, L.) 248.4096 KIS/[KE98-068]

Shorter, A. Africa culture, an overview: Socio-culture anthropology
306.096 SHO/[KE98-135]

Shorter, A. Celibacy and African culture
241.66 SHO/[KE98-060]

Shorter, A. The church and Aids in Africa: a case study: Nairobi city
259.40967625 SHO/[KE98-086]

Short-run macroeconomic effects of bank lending rates in Nigeria, 1987-91: a computable general equilibrium analysis
(Olu Ajakaiye, D.) 332.1750969 OLU/[KE98-170]

Sifuna, D.N. The Governance of Kenyan public universities
378.050967620 68 SIF/[KE98-263]

Silk, J. Failing the democratic challenge freedom of expression in Multi-party Kenya
(Solomon, J. A.) 323.443096762 SOL/[KE98-139]

Silumbu, E.B.D. The role of exchange rate and monetary policy in the monetary approach to the balance of payments: evidence from Malawi
332.456096897 SIL/[KE98-187]

A simplified C.R.E. course for secondary school form 4: revision notes
(Okinda, E.) 200.710712 OKI/[KE98-009]

A simplified guide on management skills for school heads:
(Owiro, M.O.) 371.2 OWI/[KE98-258]
A simplified guide on time management in school for students' success: (Owiro, M.O.) 371.42 OWI/ [KE98-262]

A simplified introduction to oral literature and poetry: (Okinda, E.) 398.2097662 OKI/ [KE98-277]

Simplified "O" level practical chemistry: (Hongo, J.O.) 540.712 HON/ [KE98-405]

Simute, S. Agroforestry extension manual for Eastern Zambia (Phiri, C.L.; Tengnas, B.) 634.9906894 SIM/ [KE98fj-429]

Singhateh, S. Christie's crisis 828.99676203 SIN/ [KE98-459]

Small and medium-scale enterprises in Nigeria: their characteristics, problems and sources of finance (Ekpenyong, D.B.) 338.6 4209669 EKP/ [KE98-222]

SMALL business management: 658.022 SMA/ [KE98-437]

Small, T. Biblical answers to seven questions about the Holy Spirit 231.3 SMA/ [KE98-042]

Smith, H. Let's practice music theory (Kitala, J.) 780.712 KIT/ [KE98-443]

Solomon, J. A. Failing the democratic challenge: freedom of expression in multi-party Kenya 323.443096762 SOL/ [KE98-139]

Somalia between peace and war: Somalia women on the eve of the 21st century (Bryden, M.) 330.7110963 MUK/ [KE98-154]

Somji, M.A. The alphabet, letter sounds (Noor, A.M.) 428.6 NOO/ [KE98-289]

Soomburtaab, ng'aleek chebo Sabawoot: 413.965 SOO/ [KE98-278]

Sorry mother: new progressive primary English 428.60713 KEN/ [KE98-295]

Sowa, N.K. Exchange rate policy and macroeconomic performance in Ghana (Jebuni, Tutu, K.A.) 332.4 5609667 JEB/ [KE98-181]

Sowa, N.K. Inflationary trends and control in Ghana 332.4109667 SOW/ [KE98-175]

Sowa, N.K. Policy consistency and inflation in Ghana 332.4109667 SOW/ [KE98-176]

Sparrow readers 13. The chameleon pet: (Numam, A.) [KE98-312]

Sparrow readers 14. Eleo the chameleon: (Nyambura, M.) [KE98-314]

Sparrow readers 15. Kemuto say aaah!: (Mpesha Nyambura) [KE98-313]

Sparrow readers 17. Monkey bought a bus: (Makotsi, M.) [KE98-308]

The spirit is Lord and gives life: 253.53 PAS/ [KE98-084]

The spiritual journey of anuarite: (Matungulu, O.) 262.1409675112 MAT/ [KE98-090]


Stars in the air: new progressive primary English 428.60713 KEN/ [KE98-300]

The state of graduate training in economics in Eastern and Southern Africa: (Mukras, M.S.) 330.7110963 MUK/ [KE98-154]

A statistical analysis of foreign exchange rate behaviour in Nigeria's auction: Genevesi O. Ogiogio, 332.450669 GEN/ [KE98-177]

STEINHAUER, D. Lectures choisies pour les commencats 440.0713 STE/ [KE98-316]

Stewart, M.J. In the name of the Lord
Jesus "everything you do or say then, should be done in the name of the Lord Jesus..." Colossians 3:7 220.07 STE/[KE98-013]

Stewart, M.J. Kwa jina la bwana Yesu: "na kita mfanye kwa neno au tendo, fanye nyote..." Wakolosai 3:7 220.07 STE/[KE98-014]

Stochholm, L. Chotuma ta mungumi afe mutsanga 362.1969192 STO/[KE98-248]

Stokes, K. Intellectual property rights and the transfer of biotechnology to Zimbabwe 660.6096891 STO/[KE98-439]


A strategy for graduate training in economics for Africans: Fine, J.C.) 330.07119 FIN/[KE98-146]

Stress management (Mbogori, E.K.) 616.98068 MBO/[KE98-417]


Structure, development and Adaptation: Killick, T.) 338.9 KIL/ (KE98-223)

Struggling to be heard: the Christian voice in independent Sudan 1956-1996 (266.09624 STR/[KE98-094]

Studies in Matthew: bible lessons for adults (Pears, B.) 226.207 PEA/[KE98-026]

Studies in Matthew: Bible lessons for adults (Scales, J.) 226.207 SCA/[KE98-027]

The study of doctoral education in economics: Ghana case study (Jebuni, Charles D.) 330.0711667 JEB/[KE98-145]

A study guide to the river and the source: (Roche, M.) 828.996762074 ROC/[KE98-464]

Sub-National planning in Kenya: 338.96762 SUB/[KE98-230]

Sudan between peace and war: internally displaced women in Khartoum and South and West Kordofan (Badri, A.G.) 962.404082 BAD/[KE98-480]

Sumbye Kapena. Brighten your life 302 SUM/[KE98-127]

Sunbird readers 8. Cat, dog and dove: (Makotsi Maida) [KE98-287]

Sunbird readers 9. Toko and the injured dove: (Alumenda S.) [KE98-290]

Sunday school lessons for ages 10-12: upper primary book five 268.432 CHR/[KE98-105]

Sunday school lessons for ages 7-9: lower primary book five 268.432 CHR/[KE98-106]


Swallow and frog and other stories: (Kisia, E.) 428.60713 KIS/[KE98-302]

S.yambo, B. Mwongozo wa visiki: tamthilia ya Khaemba Ongeti 496.3928 SYA/[KE98-345]

Taasisi ya elimu. Kiswahili kwa kidato cha nne: mwongozo wa walimu 496.3920712 TAA/[KE98-330]

Tabifor, H. N. The wonders and beauty of sex 233.5 TAB/[KE98-048]

Tabu, M. Biology questions examination answering technique 570.712076 TAB/[KE98-408]
Tagoe, N. W. Reversed dreams and other stories 828.99676203 REV/[KE98-458]


Tammi, P. Honour your father and your mother: reflections on the fourth commandment 241.52 TAM/[KE98-056]

Tammi, P. You shall not take the Lord's name in vain: reflection on the second commandment 241.52 TAM/[KE98-057]

Tangaza occasional paper No.6. RELIGION formation in international communities:[KE98-011]

Tanzania's trade with PTA countries: a special emphasis on non-traditional products (Musonda, F.M)382.909678 MUS/[KE98-275]

Tax reform and revenue productivity in Ghana: Kusi, N.K.)336.2050967 KUS/[KE98-209]

Tax reforms in Tanzania motivations directions and implications (Osoro, N. E.)336.20509678 OSO/[KE98-211]

Taxation of financial assets and capital market development in Nigeria: (Inanga, E.L.)336.2012669 INA/ [KE98-208]


A test of Kenya cooking: (Adil, K.) 641.5916762 ADI/[KE98-431]

Theological-Historical Commission for the Great Jubilee of the Year 2000. God, the father of mercy: official catechetical text in preparation for the holy year 2000 252.02 THE/[KE98-081]

Thorbecke, E. The AERC research programme: an evaluation 330.072096 THO/[KE98-149]

Three boys and a dog: behind the door (Cuthbert, V.)428.60713 CUT/[KE98-292]

Three letter words: (Noor, A.M.)428.6 NOO/[KE98-288]

TLY Series Tusome lugha yetu Kiembu reader 1:[KE98-356]

TLY Series Tusome lugha yetu Kiembu readers 2:[KE98-357]

TLY Series Tusome lugha yetu Kigiriama course book 1/[KE98-349]

TLY Series Tusome lugha yetu Sabawoot readers 1/[KE98-361]

TLY series Tusome lugha yetu: Kigiriama reader 2/[KE98-350]

TLY series Tusome lugha yetu: picture book/[KE98-346]

TLY Series Tusome lugha yetu: Sabawoot readers 2/[KE98-360]

TLY Series Tussle laugh yet Keiba course book 1/[KE98-355]

Toko and the injured dove: Alumenda, S.J 428.60713 ALU/[KE98-290]

TOP Score! 1 teacher's book:510.713 TOP/[KE98-395]

Top score! 2: teacher's book (Okello, L.O.)510.0713 OKE/[KE98-386]

Top score! 3: (Okello, L.O.)510.713
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Oke/[KE98-381]
Top score!4:(Okello,L.O.)510.713 OKE/[KE98-382]

Top score!4:teacher's book:Okello,
L.O.)510.713 OKE/[KE98-383]

Top score!5:teacher's book (Okello,
L.O.)510.0713 OKE/[KE98-388]

Top score!6:(Okello,L.O.)510.713 OKE/
[KE98-384]

Top score!6:teachers book(Okello,
L.O.)510.713 OKE/[KE98-389]

Top score!7 teacher's book:(Okello,
L.O.)510.713074 OKE/[KE98-390]

Top score!7:(Okello,L.O.)510.713 OKE/
[KE98-385]

Top score!8:(Shepherd,J.)510.713
SHE/[KE98-393]

Top score!8 teachers' book:(Shephard,
J.)510.713 SHE/[KE98-394]

Towards indigenising the policy
debate: from sessional paper No.10
to structural adjustment 338.96762
INS/[KE98-230]

Towards maize security in Kenya
(Nyangito,H.)633.15096762 NYA/
[KE98-426]

Towards maize security in Kenya: an
evaluation of the self-sufficiency
strategy (Nyangito,H.)633.15096762
NYA/[KE98-426]

Trade payments liberalization and
economic performance in Ghana:
(Jebuni,C.;Oduro,A.D.;Tutu,K.
A.)382.3 JED/[KE98-273]

Trade policy and promotion in sub-
Saharan Africa:(Lyakurwa,W.M.)
380.13096 LYA/[KE98-269]

Trade Unions in Kenya: development
and the system of industrial
relations (Aluchio,L.P.A.)
331.88096762 ALU/[KE98-162]

The transmission of savings to
investment in Nigeria:(Adedoyin
Soyibo)332.609669 ADE/[KE98-198]

Triple heritage:a journey to self
discovery(WARAH,R.)305.891411
WAR/[KE98-133]

Tujenge maisha yetu:248.892 KUN/
[KE98-079]

Tume ya Kichungaji ya Kanisa Katoliki
la Ongata Rongai,ROHO Mtakativu na
wokovu:toleo fupi na tafsiri ya
kitabu "Your spirit, Lord, fills the
earth", by the Theological-
Historical Commission for the
Great Jubilee of the Year 2000
253.53 ROH/[KE98-085]

Tume ya Taifa ya Liturgia.Ibada ya
jumapili kwa kusanyiko la waumini:
imeidhinishwa itumike katika
majimbo katoliki ya Kenya
262.933096762 IBA/[KE98-093]

TUNAJIFUNZA kuhusu kanisa vijana
tujifunze Biblia(mwalimu):mwaka wa
tatu kitabu cha tatu 268.434 TUN/
[KE98-121]

TURKANA-English Dictionary:413.965
TUR/[KE98-279]

Turnes,S. Baptist beliefs and
Customs:230.6 TUR/[KE98-038]

Tusome lugha yetu Kiembu reader 1:
496.3954 KEN/[KE98-356]

Tusome lugha yetu Kiembu readers 2:
496.3954 KEN/[KE98-357]

Tusome lugha yetu Kigiriama:course
book 1:496.395 KEN/[KE98-349]

Tusome lugha yetu:Kigiriama reader
2:496.395 KEN/[KE98-350]

Tusome lugha yetu:picture book
496.39286 KEN/[KE98-346]

Tusome lugha yetu:Sabawoot readers 2
496.5 KEN/[KE98-360]
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Tusome lugha yetu Keiba course book
1:496.3954 KEN/[KE98-355]

Tusome lugha yetu Sabawoot readers 1:
496.5 KEN/[KE98-361]

TUTHOOMENI Kitharaka 1:496.39 TUT/
[KE98-319]

Tutu,K.A. Exchange rate policy and
macroeconomic performance in
Ghana(Jebuni,C.;Sowa N.K.)
332.45609667 JEB/[KE98-181]

Tutu, K. A. Trade payments
liberalization and economic
performance in Ghana:(Jebuni,C.;
Oduro,A. D.)382.3 JED/[KE98-273]

Uche,Onyebadi. How to be an African
lady 808.7096 UCH/[KE98-448]

UZUMBE Rio chila mut'u ni
aukuluphire dzulu ya mutivyi Yesu
Kristo dza urivyoandik'wa ni Jonaha
226.506395 UDZ/[KE98-030]

Uhondo wa chakleti:(Mpanza,A.)
362.196792496392 MPA/[KE98-247]

Umo, J. Profiles and determinants of
Nigeria's balance of payments:the
current account component 1950-88
382.1709669 UMO/[KE98-272]

Understanding elections in Kenya:a
constituency profile approach
324.63096762 INS/[KE98-141]

Understanding science: pupils' book
for standard 1(Githui,M.K.)500.713
G1F/[KE98-363]

Uumaccho Guuram 1-20: 222.1105935
UUM/[KE98-019]

Uvoru udzo here arizhouora Johana:
226.596397 UVO/[KE98-019]

Uvoru udzo wa Mulungu here arizhouora
Mariko: 226.396397 UVO/[KE98-028]

Vandemoortele, J. Employment issues in
sub-Saharan Africa 331.1096 VAN/
[KE98-160]

Vijana na biblia series no:1. Vijana
watafakari pamoja biblia:(Chantry,
A.)/[KE98-073]

Wachira,R.N. "I am pregnant-.what
shall I do?" 612.63 WAC/[KE98-414]

Wade,Graham. HABARI ndzuri kuhusu
Jesu kama vyoandikpwa ni Luka-
Chindigo 226.496397 HAB/[KE98-029]

Wainaina,J. Kuanzisha na kuendeleza
biashara ndogo ndogo(Wainaina,J;
Kihara,M.)658.022 WAI/[KE98-438]

Wairegi,E. The alphabet and
mathematics(Nzioki, S.)510.713 NZI/
[KE98-380]

Wanjoya,J. Kuanzisha na kuendeleza
biashara ndogo ndogo(Wainaina,J;
Kihara,M.)658.022 WAI/[KE98-438]

Wanderi, Exercises for standard one
English(Kinyua,R.N.)428.240713
KIN/[KE98-285]
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Wanjiku Mukabi Kabira. With a song in our heart: A collection of poems on women and girls 808.8199287 WIT/[KE98-449]


Wanjoya, Kihara J. M. Kuanzisha na kuendeleza biashara ndogo ndogo (Wainaina, J) 658.022 WAI/[KE98-438]

Wanyiri, K. Never say die: the chronicle of a political prisoner 828.99676203 WAN [KE98-460]

Warah, R. Triple heritage: A journey to self discovery 305.891411 WAR/[KE98-133]

Warutere, C. M. How to be a top achiever in education 371.264 WAR/[KE98-259]

Wasunna Owino. Public health care pricing practices: the question of fee adjustments 362.1 WAS/[KE98-245]

Water sources and use in semi-arid Africa: insights from Machakos district, Kenya (Kimuyu, P.) 553.7067624 KIM/[KE98-406]

We learn about the prophets: Bible lessons for students ages 13-15 (Teacher) 224.0835 WEL/[KE98-022]

Wekesa, J. Peak revision: KCPE Agriculture 630.70713 WEK/[KE98-422]

Wheeler, A. C. Gateway to the heart of Africa: missionary pioneers in Sudan (Pierli, F.; Ratti, M. T.) 66.099 624 GAT/[KE98-095]


Wills, J. Roberts. Nimefika mwisho: mafunzo ya uwakili (Kashambagani, Elias) 248.6 KAS/[KE98-071]

With a song in our heart: A collection of poems on women and girls 808.8199287 WIT/[KE98-449]

Woman, who are you?: A challenge 305.42 WOM/[KE98-132]

The women's movement in Kenya: 305.42096762 WOM/[KE98-134]

The wonders and beauty of sex: (Tabifor, H. N.) 233.5 TAB/[KE98-048]
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